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### 1995/1996 Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td><strong>JANUARY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Workshop on Rational Choice Theory and Networks 1/26 - 1/28, The Hague</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>FEBRUARY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Social Networks Conference 2/23 - 2/25, Charleston, SC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>MARCH</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>West Coast Conf. for Small Groups March 25, Santa Barbara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonlinear Dynamics &amp; Econometrics March 15-17, Boston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>APRIL</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political Economy of the World System April 21-22, Coral Gables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Climate Society May 19-21, Lawrence, Kansas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>MAY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canadian Socy &amp; Authors Assoc. Montreal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INPR Conference June 1-3, Williamsburg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CSS95: Computing for the Social Sciences June 16-21, UC-San Diego</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classification Society of North America June 22-25, Denver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>JUNE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International Social Networks Conference 7/6 - 7/18, London</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AUGUST</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Sociological Association Aug 19-23, Washington D.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Political Science Association Aug 21-Sept 3, Chicago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Students of Organizations Sept 15-17, UNC-Chapel Hill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SEPTEMBER</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Analysis and Computers Sept 18-21, Ludwigshafen, GERMANY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>OCTOBER</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Science History Association Nov 16-19, Chicago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>NOVEMBER</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Anthropological Assoc. Nov 20-24, San Francisco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>DECEMBER</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Social Science History Assoc. Jan 1-5, San Francisco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**About CONNECTIONS**

CONNECTIONS is an official publication of INSNA, the International Network for Social Network Analysis. Its primary purpose is to support INSNA members by providing news, information, and tools for teaching and researching social networks. In addition, CONNECTIONS provides an outlet for short scholarly papers which are either too narrow in scope for other journals, or which need to be published quickly.

CONNECTIONS is supported by the INSNA electronic library (INSNALIB), which is accessible by anonymous FTP and web browsers. The library enables authors of articles in CONNECTIONS to make data and software described in their articles immediately available to readers. In this sense, CONNECTIONS becomes, in part, an electronic journal. Instructions for using the library are given in the last pages of this and all future issues. INSNALIB will also be used to exchange material not related to CONNECTIONS. For example, the UCINET 3.0 programs by MacEvoy and Freeman are available, free of charge, on INSNALIB. If you have software or data that you would like to share with other networkers, please allow INSNA to put it up on INSNALIB. And if you want to publish a description of your (noncommercial) software in CONNECTIONS, please expect to donate the software to the library.

Prospective authors should provide electronic versions (i.e. wordprocessing files) of their papers, in addition to paper versions. Any DOS-based wordprocessing format is acceptable, but WordPerfect 6.1 is preferred. It is especially important to include electronic versions of all figures and tables.
MEETINGS


The goals of the 1996 INPR conference include continuation of interdisciplinary work on personal relationships, discussion of current issues concerning relationship scholars, and exploring innovations for future research. For more information contact:

Barbara Sarason
Dept. of Psychology
University of Washington
Box 351525
Seattle, WA 98195-1525
Tel: (206) 543-6786
e-mail: bsarason@u.washington.edu

Valerie Manusov
Tel: (206) 543-7854
e-mail: manusov@u.washington.edu


Session Title: Emotions, Rationality, and Decision-making: Developing Trends in Symbolic Interaction and Postmodern Discourses.

Subject Matter: Recent developments in Postmodern and Symbolic Interaction theories have challenged conventional views which conceptualized the self as a rationally self-interested maximizer of utility. These new trends have largely attempted to incorporate emotions, habitual behaviors, and cognitive patterns into a more holistic view of the human person. This session seeks to explore these new developments (as well as both linear and non-linear models of the self), and discuss how they may fill gaps in the social psychological body of literature.

Those interested in presenting a paper during this session should submit a two to four page abstract to the organizer by October 15, 1995. Completed papers will not be necessary until March, 1996.

Timothy M. Chester, Organizer and Chair
Department of Sociology
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77845-4351
(409) 862-1548 (Office)
(409) 862-4657 (Fax)
TMC7049@TAMVMI.TAMU.EDU (Email)


Topics of interest to the society include the derivation or application of non-linear techniques to characterize or forecast dynamic economic phenomena.

Participants must register for the EEA conference ($95 for non-members) and provide for their own expenses. To obtain a registration form, contact the Eastern Economics Association directly:

Voice: (401) 232-6470
Fax: (401) 232-6720
E-mail: cscott@acad.bryant.edu
Snail Mail:
Eastern Economics Association
Bryant College
Smithfield, RI 02917

to give a paper, send an abstract via E-Mail to: jaditz@bls.gov

We prefer that submissions arrive via e-mail; if necessary, you can send your abstract via regular mail to:

Ted Jaditz
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Room 3105
2 Massachusetts Ave., NE
Washington, DC 20212

European Social Science History Conference. 9-11 May 1996 De Koninklijke Universiteit van Gent, Belgium

Conference secretariat
ESSHC c/o CAOS
W.G. Plein 475
1054 SH Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 20 616 51 51 Fax: +31 20 689 09 81

OTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS

Edited Volume. We invite submissions to be published in a planned volume of collected papers addressing the usefulness and applicability in the social sciences of theories incorporating the concept of chaos and the related concepts of complexity and self-organization, tentatively entitles Chaos, Complexity, and Sociology: Myths, Models, and Theories of Chaos and Complexity in Society.

Abstracts and paper submissions should be sent to the following address:

Sara Horsfall
Department of Sociology
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843-4351
email: ssh987@acs.tamu.edu
phone: (409) 862-4650 / (409) 846-9655

"Intelligence" Online: Free copy on request. The founding editor of "Intelligence Newsletter," Olivier Schmidt (olivier_schmidt@email.francenet.fr; tel/fax 33 1 40.51.85.19) and his team of international correspondents specialized in information on security and intelligence have created the online electronic fortnightly "Intelligence" (IN).

Charter subscription prices are US $280 per year (23 issues including a complete annual index) payable in U.S. dollars or in French Francs to the ADI (16 rue des Ecoles, 75005 Paris, France). A special combined subscription for both the email and hard copy versions is available for US $350.

New WEB Site for Group Processes Research. Although it's cross-linked to the INSNA home page, I wanted to announce a brand new web site: the "Virtual" Center for the Study of Group Processes:

http://www.uiowa.edu/~gpproc

Please check it out and then send me your suggestions, contributions, links, etc. I'd really like to see this site grow and evolve into something useful for all group researchers!

Barry Markovsky
Dept. of Sociology
U. of Iowa
Iowa City IA 52242
e-mail: barry-markovsky@uiowa.edu
1996
INTERNATIONAL
SOCIAL NETWORKS CONFERENCE
Hawthorn Suites Hotel, Charleston, South Carolina
February 22-25, 1996

Deadline for abstracts: December 15, 1995

The Conference: The International Social Network Conference is a major forum for social scientists, mathematicians, computer scientists, and all others interested in social networks. The conference provides an opportunity for individuals interested in theory, methods, or applications of social networks to share ideas and common concerns. Sponsors of the conference are the International Network for Social Network Analysis (INSNA) and the Department of Sociology at the University of South Carolina.

The Program: Current session topics include: Corporate and Interorganizational Networks; Personal Community Networks; Networks and Health; Diffusion; Networks Through Time; Social Support; Cognitive Networks; Biological Networks; AIDS; Communication Networks; Network Exchange; Methods and Statistics for Network Analysis. This list is preliminary. If you wish to organize a session, contact the organizers at the address below.

The Keynote Speaker: Bonnie H. Erickson, Professor at the Centre for Urban and Community Studies in the University of Toronto will deliver the keynote address entitled "The Structure of Ignorance."

Workshops: Planned workshops include: Steve Borgatti and Martin Everett's Introduction to the Analysis of Network Data; Frank Harary's Graph Theory Basics — the Heart of Network Analysis; and Barry Wellman's A Non-Technical Introduction to Social Network Analysis. See detailed descriptions on the page after next.

To Submit A Paper: To submit a paper, send an abstract of no more than 200 words by email or in an ASCII file on diskette for DOS platforms and a hard copy to one of the organizers no later than December 15, 1995. Submission of more than one multiple-authored paper is acceptable. However, we may need to limit program participation to the equivalent of one single-authored paper per person.

Katie Faust
Department of Sociology
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC 29208
katie-faust@usc.edu
(803) 777-3123

John Skvoretz
Department of Sociology
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC 29208
skvoretz-john@usc.edu
(803) 777-4968

Arrangements

The Setting: The Hawthorn Suites Hotel is located in the heart of Charleston, adjacent to the old Slave Market and within walking distance of fine restaurants and shops, historic homes, Waterfront Park, and the Battery.

Hotel Reservations: Call 1-800-527-1133 or 1-803-577-2644 with a credit card number to make reservations at the Hawthorn Suites. The fax number is 1-803-577-2697. Be sure to mention the International Network for Social Network Analysis to get the conference rate. All accommodations are suites. Rates are $95.00 for a one bedroom/two double beds suite and $180.00 for a two bedroom suite plus taxes of 10%. (There is an extra charge of $15 for a third person sharing a room.) All suites have a couch that converts to a bed. The room rates include a breakfast buffet and an afternoon reception with complimentary beer and wine daily except Sunday. Valet parking is currently $9.00 per day.

Transportation: Charleston has its own international airport, which is serviced by Delta, USAir, Continental and others. The airport is a 20-minute drive from the hotel. Taxicabs are available ($16 plus tip), plus two shuttle services. Shuttle rides may be arranged in advance, or called from the airport. The services are:

- Low Country Limousine (1-803-767-7117) $9 One Way
- Charleston Shuttle (1-803-767-7117) $7.50 One Way

Conference Registration: Pre-registration is $45.00 for INSNA members, $60.00 for non-members, $25.00 for students, and $15.00 for registration-in-absentia for INSNA members ($30.00 for non-members). All fees will be $5.00 higher for registration at the conference. Payment may be made by checks drawn on US banks or credit card (MC/Euro, VISA/Barclay only). Make checks payable to INSNA.

Additional Note: The Winter Meetings of the Methods Section of the American Sociological Association will be held February 25-26, 1996 at the Mills House Hotel in Charleston, SC (just a few blocks from the Hawthorn Suites). For further information, contact Chris Winship, Department of Sociology, Harvard University, Cambridge MA 02138 or winship@tor.harvard.edu.
Workshops

Stephen Borgatti and Martin Everett: *Introduction to the Analysis of Network Data*. A beginner’s tutorial on the concepts, methods and data analysis techniques of social network analysis. The course begins with a general introduction to the distinct goals and perspectives of network analysis, followed by a practical discussion of network data, covering issues of collection, validity, visualization, and mathematical/computer representation. We then take up the methods of detection and description of structural properties such as centrality, cohesion, subgroups, cores, roles, etc. Finally, we consider how to frame and test network hypotheses. An important element of this workshop is that all participants are given a free copy of UCINET IV and KRACKPLOT software, which we use to provide hands-on experience analyzing real data using the techniques covered in the workshop. Participants also receive a glossary of network terminology, a set of detailed exercises (with answers), and a set of lecture notes. In order to participate fully in the workshop, participants should bring laptop computers so that they can run the analyses on their machines at the same time that they are demonstrated by the instructors. (Thursday 8:30-4:00) Cost: $50 for students, $100 for all others.

Frank Harary: *Graph Theory Basics, the Heart of Network Analysis*. The four most basic concepts of graph theory for applicability to social networks are: (1) tree structures and types of centrality; (2) connectivity and flows in networks; (3) colorability and its application to scheduling problems; and, (4) signed graphs and balanced structures. It is planned to open with a survey of various methods for presenting the information contained in a graph, such as various matrices and relations. Then practice exercises in all four of the listed topics will be given. No specific previous mathematical knowledge is required, but a strong feeling of motivation asserting that the powerful methods and crystal clear concepts of the mathematical theory of graphs can be most helpful as logical models in all the social sciences. (Saturday 12:00-3:00) Cost: $30.

Barry Wellman: *A Non-Technical Introduction to Social Network Analysis*. The workshop introduces the underlying philosophy of social network analysis. It sketches the history of the paradigm, identifies its principles, distinguishes between whole network and ego-centered network research, and provides an overview of basic research methods, including blockmodeling, clustering, and egocentric approaches using standard statistical packages such as SAS. It reviews highlights of substantive research in a number of areas (including community analysis, social support, intercorporate relations, politics, migration, and world-systems). Barry Wellman, University of Toronto, is the founder of INSNA. (Friday 12:00-3:00) Cost: $30.

Registration Form

Send completed form with payment or credit card details to:

Sunbelt XVI / Skvoretz
Department of Sociology
University of South Carolina
Columbia SC 29208 USA

Your Name: ________________________________
Mailing Address: ___________________________
Email: ____________________________________

OPTION TO JOIN INSNA:
- Regular INSNA membership fee at $40
- Student INSNA membership fee at $25

CONFERENCE PRE-REGISTRATION:
- Regular INSNA member at $45
- Regular non-member at $60
- Student at $25
- In-absentia INSNA member at $15
- In-absentia non-member at $30

BANQUET: $28 per person for ___ persons

WORKSHOP FEES:
- Borgatti and Everett ($50 students, $100 others)
- Harary ($30)
- Wellman ($30)

TOTAL PAYMENT: _______________________

Enclose a check payable to "INSNA" or credit card information for Visa/Barclaycard or Master/Eurocard:

Credit Card No. __________________________ Exp. Date __________ Signature: _______________________

by Barry Wellman

BBS

Scott Wortley (Soc, U Toronto) has received a SSHRC 2-year postdoctoral fellowship. He’ll take his project on caregiving to a new Centre for Criminology, U Toronto... Milena Gulia (Soc), Nancy Nazer (Soc) & Caroline Haythornthwaite (Comm) propose a new graduate scholarship... Len Pearlman has returned from the University of California - San Francisco & started at Soc, U Maryland, 9/95. He’s teaching his seminar this year... Mark Granovetter from Northwestern to Stanford Business School, 9/95. He’s a leading social network researcher... Douglas McAdam (U Arizona) nominated for Vice-President, AmSocAssoc... Ed Laumann (Soc, U Chicago) serving 2nd term as President, 9/95. He’s a leading network researcher... Daiva Carmeli (Soc) has been awarded the Dean’s Award for Excellence in Research, 9/95. She’s a leading network researcher... Clifford Clogg has been appointed to the National Academy of Sciences, 9/95. He’s a leading network researcher... Fleur Thomése appointed Associate Professor, Soc, Free University, Amsterdam. She’s a leading network researcher... Prins Hendrikstraat 29, Amsterdam, 12/95. He’s a leading network researcher... New address: Boelelaan 1083c, Amsterdam. He’s a leading network researcher... While we’re on the subject of Amsterdam addresses, did you know that early modernism meets postmodernism where James Watt’s meet with Foucault’s... John Skvoretz (Connection’s editor & Soc, U South Carolina) won the university’s 1994 Educational Fund Award for outstanding research in the humanities & social sciences. He’s the 1st time the award’s been given to a sociologist... Martin Baumer has moved from U Southampton to Prof of Soc, U Surrey. Sharon Zukin (Soc, CUNY) elected chair of AmSoc’s Community & Urban section... Christine Nippert-Eng (Ph.D., Soc, SUNY-Stony Brook) now on faculty of Illinois Inst of Technology... Ray-May Hung (Tunghai U, Taichung) has received a 1 year Taiwan National Science Foundation grant to study in Germany during her sabbatical... Andrew Walder moved from Soc, Harvard to Stanford. Steve Cole has moved from Soc, SUNY-Stony Brook to U Queensland, Australia. His email is scole@mailbox.uq.oz.au... Richard Hall (SUNY-Albany) has taken over from Steve the editorship of Sociological Forum... Richard Alba (also SUNY-Albany) has become chair of Soc & elected President. He’s a leading network researcher... Barry Wellman (Soc, U Toronto) appointed head of the Am Soc’s Certificate on Electronic Networking, 9/95. He’s a leading network researcher... Paul Bernard (Soc, U Montreal) appointed to the Council of the Soc Sci & Humanities Res Council of Canada: they’re the final decision-making body, reviewing the disciplinary panels of this major granting agency. Paul is also a member of the National Statistics Council... Bill Christian teaching at Dept of Anthropology, Edificio B, Facultad de Letras, Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona, 98193 Bellaterra (Barcelona), fax: +34-7-451-1140. He’s a leading network researcher... When not there, he’s living in the Canary Islands... Spillerman appointed to be at Soc, Hebrew U, Jerusalem, Spring, 1996... INSNA Chief & Coordinator Steve Borgatti spending the...
1995-1996 sabbatical year at the Management Sch, Boston College... Shinsuke Ohtani has received his Ph.D. from Tsukuba University. His thesis on personal communities in Japan has been published in book form by Minetaru Press (Kyoto). Ohtani is now Prof. of Sociology at St. Andrew's (Momoyamaga- kuin) Univ., Izuin (where the first part of Shogun is set), near Osaka.... Angelina Woon Ke Yuan (Applied Soc Sci, HK Poly) received her Ph.D. from U Hong Kong (Soc Work) for studying support networks in Beijing....

Lea Shamgar-Handelman (Soc, Hebrew U), a specialist in family networks, died in Jerusalem, 4 Aug 95, after a long bout with cancer.... Jim Coleman (Soc, U Chicago), 68, died of cancer 3/95 after a lengthy illness.... Nan Lin spending part of his 1995-1996 sabbatical in San Francisco; tel 415-982-1214, fax: 415-984-0929.... John Delaney (former Yale modeller of job searches -- see Wellman & Berkowitz book) is now director of marketing for all Sears credit cards. What a discovery!... Shihhi Nozawa is now visiting our Centre for Urban & Community Studies, U Toronto, Toronto, Canada M5S 2G8. Fax: 416-978-7162; email: jnnozawa@epa.utoronto.ca.... Rosemary Blesziner (Fam St, VA Poly) is chair of the Future Conferences citee of the Int'l Sty for the Study of Personal Relationships.

American Sociological Association Stuff

Maureen Hallinan is the new pres of the ASA. (I can testify that she's a joy to work with), Joe Feagin (U FL) elected to the Council. Wendy Griswold (U Chicago) is on the Fubs Cite & Bernice Pescosolido (U IN) on the Nominations Citee.... I (Barry Wellman) have been asked to head an ASA Advisory Group on electronic networking.... With respect to ASA awards: Wilma Dunaway (CO St) received the whole society's Dissertation award for "The Incorporation of Southern Appalachia into the Capitalist World Economy, 1700-1860.".... The Culture section voted as best article, Mustafa Emirbayer (New Schl) & Jeff Goodwin's (NYU) "Network analysis & the culture of agency" (ASJ 99: 1411-54) -- obviously they didn't consult me about this. Michael Mayfield Bell won the section's book award for Childrelyer: Nature & Morality in a Country Village (U Chicago Pr). Peter Rossi won the Methodo- logy section's distinguished contribution award for his work on how families move & bond (plus lots of other stuff).... Ezra Zuckerman (U Chicago) won the OrgOcc & Work section's award for a grad student paper, "Social Contagion in the Health Policy Domain" -- a secondary analysis of Laumann & Knoe's data....

SHORT SCHTICKS

How to Disconnect a Weak Tie: In this Community Liberated age, many people use cellphones to maintain footloose relationships. But how to get rid of someone who lingers too long on-line, chewing up big bucks. Julian, my cellphone salesperson, knows the way: "I'd really like to keep talking but my phone battery is dying."'

Homeless but Wired: The Outsider, a Toronto newspaper sold by the homeless, now has an email address.

Revise and Resubmit: Here's how Umberto Eco thinks a publishing company would have responded to a draft of the Bible: "action-packed, [the 1st few hundred pages] have everything today's reader wants in a good story. Sex (lots of it, including adultery, sodomy, incest), also murder, war, massacres, and so on.... It seems to have something for everybody, but ends up appealing to nobody.... The editor's name, by the way, doesn't appear anywhere on the manuscript, not even on the table of contents. Is there some reason for keeping it a secret?" [Anonymous refereeing? In Eco's Misreadings by way of Tim Chase in the U Toronto Varsity, 9 March 95].

The Interest Rate is High, but the Backing Suspends: Hebrew U, Jerusalem has a "Michael Milken Award" for outstanding teaching.

Structuralism Explained: "The aim in all cases is to simply and clarify unwieldy data so that their underlying structure is revealed. Only then, perhaps, can it be explained." E.C. Pielou, Mathematical Ecology. Big sign at the San Diego Supercomputer Center. [That "perhaps" is the tricky part] I was also pleased to see that the U California - San Diego has an Institute for NonLinear Science.


Attributes vs. Relationships: "Did you hear about the famous symbiotic law form of Solomon & O'Rourke? Solomon knows the law, but O'Rourke knows the judge!" [heard on BBC-TV while at the London network conference, 7/95.]

Weaving Together Networkers: David Morgan (aka hjdm@psuorvm.ccc.pdx.edu) is putting together a list of academics who have their own Web pages.

Best Unintended joke at the Network Conference: "Language is usually transparent to us," Harrison White. [Yes, but not to readers of Identity and Control].

Iron Bars Do Not a Prison Make: Venezuela's former pres., Carlos Andres Perez, now spends his time under house arrest (for stealing $17M in govt funds) chatting on the internet. "I've effectively escaped from my prison through the cybernetic outlet, he says." [Washington Post, 29 Sept 95].

New Market: Ethan Michelson (U Chicago Soc grad student) emailed from China to report that the 2 hottest areas among Academy of Sociology grad students in Beijing are social network analysis and rational choice. Sounds like all of the years of hard work by Nan Lin and associates are bearing fruit.

Who Does What to Whom: Socialism is when the government helps people and organizations who need help. Capitalism is when the government helps people and organizations who don't need help. [Cynical thought I had when I heard about how conservative California governor had poured millions into the San Diego Development Corp. to promote better services between corporations.]

Wonder Who Were the Discussants: The "Voluntary Protection Program Participants Assoc" had a conference at the Washington Hilton, 8/95. These are the people in hiding for testifying against the Mafia, etc. What's next: Smiley's People?

Self-Help: [A] great craftsman, asked to decide Which was his greatest work, replied, Simply with these two words, 'My next' For 'ever better' was his text" -- Charles Padget Wade, eccentric, wealthy Englishman who built Snowshill Manor, Cotswolds, England, and stocked it with every kind of intricate artifact.


Global Village: "It is the rainy season & I am on my motorcycle, lost in the bush. I fly blindly over the top of a hill & down into a small ravine where the road used to be. The
bike has landed on my leg, it is getting dark, it has been hours since I’ve seen anyone. I hear steps. Three young men, hunters, appear out of the forest. They lead me down a path to a small village. I sit at 1 end of a long bamboo bench, across from the senior men of the village. ‘Where are you from?’ one asks. ‘New York,’ I say. They look at one another. The oldest motions for a young boy to bring me an orange. As he hands it to me, looking away shyly, he whispers: ‘Do you know Michael Jordan?’ This item in The Urban Age (a 3rd world newsletter), 2/95 in an account by Paul Bercelier of his stay in Equatorial Guinea. The timing was perfect. I read it the day that Michael returned to pro basketball.

Global Village: Seen in Amsterdam, 4/95, near Centraal Station: ‘8997 miles to Wall Drugs.’

Semitic Affairs: Posted on the wall of the Soc Dept., Hebrew U, Jerusalem: ‘The strongest drive is not Love or Hate. It is one person’s need to change (no, edit) another’s copy.’

And a New York Variant: What is Microsoft’s position on anti-semitism? To probe this, call up the “Windings” (symbol) font in MS-Word or WordPerfect and type “NYC” (as in “New York City”, in caps).

High Network Density: ‘Our women are just like Eastern ones. The only difference is Russian women cheat more and change partners more often.’ [Yelena Myasnikova, editor of the Russian edition of Cosmopolitan, quoted in Newsweek 8 May 95].

Time Budget

All those who’ve worked around him know that not only has Chuck Tilly been a great inspiration, he has put in more hours per day/year/decade than any known soul. (However, Andrew Walder claims to have beaten him one day by arriving at 6 AM on Christmas Day.) Workaholism is clearly a communicable disease, shared by all of Chuck’s students. So for Toronto’s Tillyfest, I calculated the amount of time that Chuck Tilly has inspired: 150 scholars (at each of 2 festschrifts plus an estimated 50 others who couldn’t make either) each working 60 hours per week and 50 weeks per year for a mean scholarly career of 10 years (counting current students & those as old as me) = 4.5 million hours or 1,500 person-years of work inspired by Chuck Tilly.

Cats, Canaries and Land Use

Having the recent (7/95) network meeting at the Docklands was nostalgic for me because the ownership of neighboring Canary Wharf is an important Canadian story. To oversimplify, Toronto’s then-richest family, the Reichmann brothers, bought Canary Wharf through their Olympia & York organization. They razed the derelict dock areas (relics of Britain’s empire) and built fancy new office buildings. (Nationalists noted that all of the building and street names in the area had English-Canadian resonances: Cabot, Mackenzie, et al.)

As there is a severe shortage of London offices with all modern conveniences (including with mixer taps), the Reichmann’s figured there would be huge demand for their huge buildings. As no mass transit served the area, the British state agreed to build a new system, the Docklands Light Rail. Then the British office market turned down and the state was slow to build the DLR. Light demand and no transit meant that Canary Wharf remained nearly empty, and eventually went bankrupt. The bankruptcy dragged down the Reichmann’s O&K empire in Canada and the US. (They were NYC’s largest private landowner.)

Now the story gets interesting. A consortium of banks, many British, took over bankrupt Canary Wharf. Mass transit got built quickly, tenants moved in, and Canary Wharf stopped losing money. In essence, the British state did for the (partially-British) bankers what they hadn’t done for the previous Canadian owners. To rub it in, the banks’ holding company is called “Cheshire,” as in the cat that swallowed the canary.

For those of you who think that capital knows no borders, the above example should once again drive home the moral that state interests strongly affect capital. But not entirely! Soon after the network conference, in late October, the Reichmanns (who are ultra-orthodox Jewish), together with an Arab prince and some US friends, were once again negotiating to buy Canary Wharf, this time from the bankers. Capital apparently has no religious affiliation.

The above tale should provide some inkling about the large contradictions in our conference hotel, the Britannia International. The building and furnishings were quite luxurious, the service was poor. My surmise is that this was an upmarket hotel built to serve the rich businessmen who were expected to visit Canary Wharf. Hence the fancy fixtures and large rooms. When Canary Wharf faltered and business didn’t show up, then the hotel’s services went quite downmarket — serving tourist groups and network conferences. Hence the service straight out of the Fawlty Towers. I’ve written a letter of complaint to management and am still waiting for a reply as of 27 Oct 95.

For all his problems with the NY Yankees, George Steinbrenner knows how to run a good hotel in Tampa: the Bay Shore Inn where we’ve met frequently.

Yet the London weather was glorious, far better than recent Tampa meetings. This leads me to question once again why we have taken “Sunbelt” out of our conference name. Let’s be serious, but not take ourselves too seriously.

Down & Up & Down with Clyde

One of the seriously fun things in London was reconnecting with Clyde Mitchell. But some of us got alarmed because Clyde was feeling poorly and had to return early to Oxford. It was just a temporary bug, and Clyde was in fine shape when he & Jean went to see “The Cherry Orchard” in Stratford with Beverley for myself only 3 nights later. More recently, Jean reports that Clyde had what might be a stroke in late Sept, and will be at a rehab hospital for several months. [Address: 25 Staunton Rd, Headington, Oxford OX3 7TJ, UK; email: clyde@vas.oxford.ac.uk]

Mexican Hit Parade

Jorge Gil Mendieta dedicated (9/95) the Laboratorio de Gráficas in the Instituto de Investigaciones en Matemáticas Aplicadas y en Sistemas at UNAM (Universidad Nacional Autònoma de Mexico). The purpose of this lab is to facilitate research into social networks (redes sociales) in Mexico & Latin America.

In his opening remarks, he listed those who have “que han impresu su sello en esta nueva revolución” [impressed their marks on this new revolutionary field]. Here’s his list:

1. Lin Freeman
2. Frank Harary
3. Barry Wellman
4. Larissa Lomnitz
5. Steve Borgatti
6. Martin Everett
7. Russ Bernard
8. Al Wolfe
9. Stan Wasserman
10. Katie Faust
11. Pat Doreian

Interesting to see what others we could come up with. The only other one I know of was in the Hummon & Carley article in Social Networks a few years back. But names like
Harrison, Chuck, Georg, Clyde, Jim, John & Jim-Sam-Paul (the original triad) pop into my mind (plus a dozen others if I thought about it for more than 10 seconds). The interesting thing about such lists is that they focus my attention on who’s not on. As they say in the BMW email network, YMMV.

Journal Stuff

History of the Family is a new interdisciplinary journal, edited by 2 structuralists: Tamara Hareven (Family Studies, U Delaware) & Andrejs Plakans (History, Iowa St). The board includes Peter Laslett, Emmanuel LeRoy Ladurie, Alice Rossi, Richard Smith, Charles Tilly and Charles Wetherell. Subs: $60, JAI Press, 55 Old Post Rd #2, PO Box 1678, Greenwich CT 06836.

The American Journal of Sociology just sent me a flyer publicizing their 101st volume. Four of the 5 items mentioned are structural: Claude Fischer with a 20-year assessment of the subcultural theory of urbanism, Peggy Giordano on adolescent friendship circles, Pamela Popielarz & Miller McPherson on niches & overlap in voluntary association membership, and a symposium on market transitions with Victor Lee, David Stark, Yu Xie & Emily Hannum. The editor’s name? Ed Laumann.

Social Psychology Quarterly is another journal doing the right thing (after years of not). Ed Lawler (Indus Rel, Cornell) is the editor; Barry Markovsky & Peggy Thoits are the deputy eds, and Robert Leik is on the board. Lynn Smith-Lovin (Soc, U AZ) & Cecilia Ridgeway (Soc, Stanford) are doing a special issue on gender & social interaction.

Conference Stuff

The Canadian Sociology & Anthropology Assoc has its conference, 2-5 June 96 at Brock U, St. Catharines, Ont — handily located near Niagara Falls, Stratford & Toronto. Peter Carrington (Soc, U Waterloo) is organizing a social networks session: pg@uwaterloo.ca. Many of the other sessions are into PoMo & subjectivism, but Lynne Phillips (Soc/Anthro, U Windsor) is doing one on globalization & free trade, Susan Belcher El-Nahhas (Soc, U Alberta) is doing 1 on world debt, Michael Rosenberg & Deena White (Soc, Dawson Col, Montreal) on the integration of immigrants, Bill Carroll (Soc, U Victoria) on social movements, & Richard Day (Soc, Simon Fraser; day@sfu.ca) on complexity & social theory.

The Society for Chaos Theory in Psychology & Life Sciences has 470 members worldwide & does the INSNA kind of thing: newsletter, conf, bulletin board. They’re also thinking about starting a journal. Their next conference is in San Francisco, 6/96. For info, contact Stephen Guastello, pres., Psych, Marquette U, PO Box 1881, Milwaukee, WI 53201-1881; tel: 414-288-6903; fax: 414-288-5335; email: 6155guastell@vms.csd.nwu.edu

The International Conf. on Personal Relationships will meet in beautiful Banff, Canada, 4-8 Aug 96. If you hurry, you can still get on the program by contacting Beverley Fahr, uwo@cm.umanitoba.ca.

Need Information? News?

Try the INSNA www home page:
http://theresource.soc.sc.edu/insna.html

The INSNA web page is updated regularly. Use it to get the latest on the Charleston social networks conference.

A Note on the Ancestral Toronto Home of Social Network Analysis

Linton C. Freeman
University of California, Irvine

Barry Wellman
University of Toronto

Who Originated the Originator?

As structuralists we cannot avoid speculating about the structural antecedents of current ideas about structure. For example, it seems likely that Harrison White’s training at Harvard helped Ron Breiger and Chris Winship to become structuralists. The same is true of Katie Faust and Steve Borgatti who came out of the networks program at U.C. Irvine.

But how do we think about Elizabeth Bott, a major innovator in structural thought? At first glance, her structural outlook seems to be primarily her own creation. In 1957 she produced a revolutionary book on family structure and social networks that grew out of her dissertation at the Tavistock Institute and the London School of Economics. Certainly, the I.S.E. has never been a center of structuralist thought. Was the founding mother of social network analysis herself a virgin birth?

There was some Mancusian involvement. While working at the Tavistock, Bott attended some of Max Gluckman’s seminars at the University of Manchester and presented her research into class division and the allocation of domestic tasks (Gluckman 1971). John (J.A.) Barnes attended some of those same seminars and presented some of his network research on a Norwegian village (1954). According to Bott (1995), they were both delighted to find themselves on the same track. And Clyde Mitchell (1995) recalls much stimulating discussion between them.3

1 In digging all of this up, we received a great deal of help and support from Elinor Fillion, a reference librarian at the University of Toronto, Paul Gregory, then the information specialist of the Centre for Urban and Community Studies, University of Toronto, and Clyde Mitchell (University of Oxford emeritus), one of our founding fathers.

2 Bott acknowledged both Gluckman and Barnes in her book, Family and Social Network (1957). Among the others she cited are Raymond Firth, Meyer Fortes, Edmund Leach, Michael Young, Erving Goffman and Ted Newcomb. Bott noted that A. T. M. Wilson, a medical psychoanalyst, “supervised the project as a whole,” and that J. H. Robb, a social psychologist, did the greater number of home visits that formed the data base for the work.
In any case, Bott's work made a major contribution to structural thinking. She introduced the notion that the structural form of the network in which a married couple was embedded could itself affect the marital role performances of the husband and wife. She introduced the idea of measuring a structural property, what we now call network density. In terms of structural thinking, these ideas went beyond what Gluckman and Barnes had done.

We are left, then, with a question about the origins of Bott's innovative thinking. As structuralists ourselves, we do not want to believe that structural analysis sprung up "out of the blue." We here present evidence that the origins of Bott's thought are not to be sought solely in her graduate experience.

Progenitors

Father: Let's go back to Elizabeth Bott's beginnings. Our founding mother was born and raised in a structuralist Toronto home. Her father, Edward A. (Ned) Bott was the founding head of the Department of Psychology at the University of Toronto. Consistent with Toronto's British cum monarchical tradition, Professor Bott père headed the department for thirty-four years after its inception in 1926. He was a gifted teacher and the founding president of the Canadian Psychological Association in 1940. In those days, Toronto psychology was quite different from its present-day pure-science fixation on experiments and cognition. Bott's group was noted for "applying psychological knowledge to a wide variety of community problems, ranging all the way from the healthy development of the normal child to the treatment of mental retardation, mental illness and juvenile delinquency." (Sloan 1969).

In World War I, Edward Bott helped develop new and ingenious methods of muscle re-education for disabled soldiers. In 1947, he was honored with an appointment as an Officer of the Order of the British Empire (O.B.E.) for his development of World War II training procedures for the Royal Air Force. In the words of one observer, Bott "showed an unbelievable genius for getting himself involved in the consideration of all sorts of human problems at all levels within the services and in government. . . He had an incredible talent for seeing beyond the immediate and obvious precipitating factors, more remote and more important general conditions which also needed study" (Myers 1954). The same words could well be used to describe his daughter Elizabeth's leap from the analysis of the division of labor between husbands and wives to discerning the general importance of structural form.

Mother: Elizabeth Bott's mother, Helen McMurchie Bott, received her B.A. in 1912 and her M.A. in 1923, both at the University of Toronto. Helen McMurchie married Ned Bott in 1917 and they had three daughters: Mary Louise (1918), Barbara Helen (1920) and Elizabeth Jane (1924).

Helen McMurchie Bott was a leader in founding the Institute for Child Study (still the University of Toronto's "laboratory school"), and she was the head of parent education there until 1938. She wrote and co-authored two books with William Blatz that focused on studies of young children.

Elizabeth Bott was an early student at ICS. In the school's annals, Elizabeth is noted as being the first child (possibly in all of Toronto) to wear a snowsuit. Her mother was keen on Elizabeth getting daily fresh air, even in the cold Toronto winters (Raymond 1991).

Structuralism's Early Steps

In 1928 a report coming out of the University of Toronto described a study of play activities among the preschool children at the St. George School.3 In this study, each child was designated a "focal" individual. Multiple observers recorded every instance in which a focal child (1) talked to another, (2) interfered with another, (3) watched another, (4) imitated another, or (5) cooperated with another. The name of the other child to whom the social behavior was directed was also recorded. Each of these five sets of observations was organized into a child-by-child matrix that displayed the frequency with which a kind of interaction linked pairs of children.

This study embodied several major structuralist innovations. It appears to be the first example of the use of systematic observation to collect data on a specified range of interpersonal behavior. And, so far as we can discover, it is the first use of the matrix format to organize such who-to-whom data. Indeed, it was almost twenty years later that Elaine Forsyth and Leo Katz (1946) introduced matrix notation into what was then called "sociometry."

This report demonstrated the advantages of analyzing a matrix to uncover some structural properties of the interaction patterns of the children. It addressed such questions as "with which individual each child [has] ... made the most numerous contacts" (p. 63), and it noted that some pairs of children had "special reciprocal companionships" (p. 64).

The whole flavor of this work was structural. In a period when other investigators confined their analyses strictly to the study of the traits of individuals, this research was many years ahead of its time. It was not, in fact, until six years later that J. L. Moreno (1934) published his first book on sociometry.

This research had been conducted by a young woman with an M.A. who had been a Lecturer in Child Psychology at the University of Toronto since the early 1920s. In 1925, she was appointed Instructor in charge of the Parent Education Division of the newly-founded experimental St. George School for young children—later the Institute of Child Study at the University of Toronto (Raymond 1991).4

---

3The article reporting on this research is "Observations of Play Activities in a Nursery School," Genetic Psychology Monographs 4 (1928): 44-88.

4In 1938, she left ICS after its head, William Blatz, objected to her involvement with the Oxford Group, a precursor "Moral Rearmament Movement" (Raymond 1991: 144).
Origins Revealed

The author of this pioneering structuralist research, of course, is Helen McMurchie Bott, and her third daughter is our own Elizabeth Bott. Thus the origins of her structuralism lie not only in England, but in her Toronto home. Elizabeth Bott was born into a structuralist intellectual milieu, one that actually studied things and didn’t just talk about them. Given this kind of background, we have found the strong structural tie that may well have been the origin of her subsequent structuralist perspective.

In addition, we have uncovered evidence for the later birth of even more structuralist thought at the University of Toronto. Ned Bott, Helen’s husband, was strongly tied to his frequent collaborator C. K. Clarke, the medical director of the Canadian National Committee for Mental Hygiene. Decades later (1967), Barry Wellman came from being a Harvard graduate student to Toronto in order to co-direct the first East York social network study. Its quite supportive home was the [C.K.] Clarke Institute of Psychiatry, a newly-founded research institute. So Wellman’s structuralism was indirectly nurtured by Helen Bott, via Ned Bott and C. K. Clarke, and not only by Charles Tilly and Harrison White.\(^1\)

And finally, we have to add that in the late 1940’s when Elizabeth Bott was a graduate student in the Anthropology Department at the University of Chicago, Lin Freeman, who was still an undergraduate, was a member of her social circle. They were together often and spent a great deal of time discussing a range of topics that covered most of social science. Thus, one cannot easily discount the clear implication that Freeman’s later involvement with social networks grew out of that early contact.

References


\(^1\)See Richardson and Wellman (1985) for a more extended argument as to why Canada, as a geographically and socially complex but non-imperial nation, is a fertile source of structuralist thought. For Wellman’s accounts of his origin myth, see Wellman (1993, 1994). Also wending their way (through chain migration) to the Department of Sociology at the University of Toronto in the late 1960s and early 1970s were S.D. Berkowitz, Bonnie Erickson, Harriet Friedman, Leslie Howard, Nancy Howell, William Michelson, and Lorne Tepperman plus Edward Shorter in History, all Harvard students of either Charles Tilly or Harrison White.
The Meaning of Knowing as a Network Tie

Christopher McCarty
University of Florida

Introduction

In 1969, Mitchell focused our attention on the multiplexity of network ties. Each tie between two network alters, he said, might comprise several "strands." Two people might be connected by kinship, or debt, or affect, or any number of other links.

The importance of multiplexity was understood immediately by researchers in the field, as was the fact that some links were clearly stronger than others. In his study of scientists, for example, Friedkin (1980) differentiated between ties based on people saying that they had read one another's work and their actually citing one another's work. Erikson (1981) distinguished between college students being able to recognize one another (from pictures) and their claiming to like or interact with one another. Mitchell (1987) distinguished tie strength between homeless women based on things like whether they gave one another practical support. Wellman (1979) describes many different strands in the ties of East Yorkers.

In fact, recognizing the importance of multiplexity in network ties, researchers have developed different, quite specific, network generators. Burt (1984) asked people to focus on the alters with whom they "discuss important matters." McCallister and Fischer (1978) focused on ties defined by acts of social support ("Who could you leave your house with if you were going out of town for a few days?"). And so on.

The most exhaustive work on the multiplexity of network ties was done by Burt (1983). Through a secondary analysis of data collected by McCallister and Fischer, Burt uncovered five dimensions of social relationships: friendship, acquaintance, work, kinship and intimacy. He further suggested that these dimensions were not mutually exclusive, and were frequently associated with the concepts of "confusion between contents," "substitutability of contents" and "content ambiguity." These concepts categorized the types of errors which network analysts might be subject to in applying single word cues to elicit network ties among respondents.

"...it seems likely that there would be subcultures within which people understood relations in a similar way, but across which a single word or phrase could refer to quite different qualities of interaction." (pg. 49)

In the same volume, McCallister and Fischer critiqued the use of general terms such as "best friend" and "close", pointing to the potential for respondents to interpret them in varying ways. Still, most ego-centered research is based on asking people some form of the question "Who do you know ...?" where the blank is filled in with things like "who could lend you a hundred dollars" or "in studies of very old people" "who could take you shopping?"

In this article, I raise some questions about the use of the word "know." What exactly do we get when we generate ties in this way? Is knowing itself multiple? And what is the measurable error which we can expect when knowing is used to define network ties?

In what follows, I summarize three studies that shed some light on this question. The first is an in-depth descriptive study that focused on defining "differences in knowing" of people. In the other two studies, these differences were tested with representative samples.

Study 1: Method

I started with the notion that the concept of "knowing" was interpreted differently by different people. My goal was to elicit these differences with a minimum of experiment effect. To do this, I asked 47 respondents to free list 60 people they knew, given a loose definition of knowing. Respondents only had to "know" their listed alters by sight or name. Alters had to be alive and respondents had to be able to contact their alters. Alters had to know respondents by sight or by name (reciprocal knowing). After free-listing the 60 alters, respondents rated each alter, on a scale of 1 to 5, on how well they knew each, where a 1 was the lowest level of knowing and a 5 the most. In all, the 47 respondents selected and rated 2,820 alters.

Following the rating procedure, respondents were asked to think of examples of the types of people to whom they assigned the various levels of "knowing," and to describe in general terms what type of person corresponded to a level. My assumption was that, having used these rating levels 60 times, the descriptions would divulge understanding of knowing. I hoped to learn, for these 47 people, the criteria they used in assigning a higher or lower level of knowing to their network alters.

Study 1: Results

Reading through the 235 responses (one description for each of 5 levels for all 47 respondents), I decided on 11 dimensions that were represented. These dimensions were defined subjectively, and to some extent, were influenced by the knowledge of the results from the studies listed above. Although another coder might come up with more or fewer dimensions, this is not critical to the purpose of this study. Assuming that another coder would perceive most of these dimensions (an assumption that is supported by earlier research), these dimensions serve the purpose of showing how they vary by levels of "knowing," the single word tie measure.

On average, respondents used 4.3 dimensions (SD 1.6) in their descriptions of the five levels, frequently expressing more than one dimension per level. All of the analyses are based on the presence or absence of dimensions for each respondent, and not on the number of times dimensions were used.
Table 1. Distribution of knowing dimensions across respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Percent Who Used Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of contact</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know personal data about alter</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family/Relative</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquaintance</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of tie</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know factual data about alter</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work, Business, School</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Via (Know through someone)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of discussions</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the number of respondents who used each of the 11 dimensions and the distribution of the dimension over the five knowing levels. For example, the dimension of "friendship" was mentioned by 64 percent of the respondents over all knowing levels, and by 45 percent of the respondents on knowing level 5. This means that 45 percent of the respondents somehow thought of the idea of friendship when assigning knowing level 5 to alters. Friendship increases with knowing level, so that those whom we know at low knowing levels are frequently not friends, and those at high knowing levels are. Unfortunately, friendship is conceptually nondescript. If friendship had been coded into the categories of "friend"/"not friend", there might be more differentiation, but in this study most of those listed were considered friends.

In contrast to friendship, the dimension of "acquaintance" has a negative association with knowing level. Although it provides little concrete information about the relation, other than a suggestion of little knowing, it is more informative than the dimension of friendship.

Frequency of contact is a concept which applies across all knowing levels except the highest. As might be expected, the higher the knowing level, the higher the percentage of respondents who used this dimension. This holds until level 5, where only six percent of the respondents used it. These data suggest that, for these respondents, defining knowing to be people whom you see the most could exclude others whom the respondent knows the most.

Table 2. Significant correlations (Pearson R) of categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co-occurrence of ...</th>
<th>With</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Prob &gt; R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>Closeness</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>Family/Relative</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family/Relative</td>
<td>Closeness</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>Acquaintance</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know Through Someone</td>
<td>Frequency of Contact</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know Personal Data About Alter</td>
<td>Know Factual Data About Alter</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An explanation for the fact that level 5 does not require frequency of contact emerges from examination of the family category. It tends to be associated with a high knowing level used by over half the respondents. Many people considered 5 to be reserved for family and close relationships, making frequency of contact less important in the evaluation of knowing strength. This may not be limited to family, however. Frequency of contact may be unimportant for most level 5 alters, regardless of the character of the network tie.

Another category of interest, "knowing personal data about the alter", also increased with knowing level. For some respondents, "the more you know about" an alter, or conversely "the more they know about you", the higher the level of knowing. Acquaintances were frequently characterized as those about whom respondents knew little (particularly personal information). Some respondents specifically mentioned knowing factual data about an alter, such as how many children alters have or where alters lived.

Although the dimension of "closeness" was mentioned by half of the respondents, analysis showed that respondents used the idea of closeness synonymously with knowing (suggestive of Burt's concept of the substitutability of content). When asked to rank on a scale of 1 to 5 how close they were to an alter, over 90 percent of the 2,820 rankings were within 1 point of the knowing rating. Further, there were no cases where knowing was high and closeness low, or vice versa.

Table 2 presents those dimensions that go together. Friendship as a criterion of knowing is mentioned along with closeness, family and acquaintance. None of these present
any surprises, with the exception of a relatively weak negative association between “frequency of contact” and “knowing through someone”. I call these ties ‘vias.’ When respondents mentioned knowing someone as a via, they tended not to mention frequency of contact as a dimension.

A principal components factor analysis on the frequencies of these dimensions yielded two factors that explained 37% of the variance in the 11 variables tested. The first factor loads the dimensions of family, closeness and friendship high, and the two knowing-data dimensions low. Rotating the factors either orthogonally or obliquely causes the lower loadings, which were not demonstrably strong in the original solution, to vanish. This leaves the dimensions of family, closeness and friendship defining the first factor, which tends to be associated with high levels of knowing.

The second factor loads the via dimension against frequency of contact and duration of tie. This is sensible since the via relation is a consequence of another person. Thus, frequency of contact and the duration of the via tie also depend on the intermediary alter. The remaining factors accounted for little variance and loaded low.

Study 2: Method

In the next study, I adapted the free list method to a telephone survey in which respondents were selected randomly from all Florida households that have a telephone. Interviewers read a randomized list of male first names to respondents. When a respondent knew a person who had one of the first names, he or she told the interviewer to stop. Respondents were then asked to say, on a scale of 1 to 3, how often and how well they knew the choice. Interviewers then read a list of female first names following the same procedure. Interviewers alternated male and female lists until eight alters, four males and four females, had been selected.

My assumption here was that first names are more randomly distributed in a person’s network than are names in a respondent’s free list. Excluding names associated with particular ethnic groups biases against the inclusion of family members for respondents who belong to these ethnic groups. However, people named John are no more likely to be co-workers than people named Edward. My assumption, then, was that the eight alternates approximate a random selection of eight people from a respondent’s network.

This method of alter selection, while arguably more random than other methods, is not perfect. There is a strong gender bias based on the fact that there is more variety to female names than to male names. Second, care must be taken to ensure that certain ethnic groups are represented, particularly Blacks and Hispanics. Finally, since it is more efficient to use popular names, the potential to use a name which applies to more than one alter is high. In such a case I assume that the respondent will use the first to come to mind, or the alter who is closest to them. Although this presents a potential bias towards closer alters, analysis of data generated by this method suggests there is very little “order effect” between alters which is more common with other methods (Brewer, 1995).

As in the experiment using 60 alters, the 233 respondents were asked to describe how they assigned knowing levels 1 to 3 after they had done so for the eight alters. Again, in the same study, the data were coded according to the presence or absence of certain dimensions.

Study 2: Results

Telephone survey results are presented in Table 3. The big difference between Table 1 and Table 3 is the presence of “situation specific” and “emotional aspect” in the way respondents described their use of the three levels. Over a fourth (28%) of the respondents used a situation (such as “going to lunch” or “borrowing money”), and a fifth (22%) used what I categorized as emotional concepts (such as “casual relations” or “presence of feeling” or “likable”), to characterize relations.

In general the distribution of the dimensions across knowing levels in Table 3 resembles the distribution in Table 1. Frequency of contact is used across all levels and falls off in the highest knowing category. Family is generally a high knowing-level category. Closeness, however, is mentioned in all levels. For low knowing levels, closeness was mentioned in the negative; i.e., a 1 is used for people to whom respondents are not close. Acquaintance is consistently a low knowing-level dimension, while knowing data about alters increases with knowing level.

Summary of Studies 1 and 2

It is apparent that respondents have several ways in which they interpret knowing, levels of the three most dominant being frequency of contact, knowledge of personal data, and whether or not the alter is family. Remember that these dimensions arose from an already constrained definition of knowing—a definition far more limited than is typically used in network generators. Thus, knowing itself is multiples. This means that respondents may interpret knowing differently from one another. And this introduces the likelihood of variability in the results due to the application of the construct, rather than to variables that researchers are investigating. How severe are the potential errors? To answer this question, a third study was done on a much larger sample of respondents.
Table 3. Pct. of respondents who mentioned category, by three levels and over all levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of Contact</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendship</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closeness</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situation Specific</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family/Relative</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Aspect</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquaintance</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know Data About Alter</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Study 3: Method

A list of fifty first names was selected from the 1993 University of Florida registrar’s records. Twenty five uniquely male and twenty five uniquely female names were picked and an attempt was made to use names that are common among both black and white students and that do not demonstrate a blatant age bias. Despite all precautions, only 37% of the 136 Black respondents were able to connect with 14 alters from the list of 50 first names, compared to 52% of the 1,313 White respondents. The final list was cross-checked with similar lists generated by Pluckett (1975).

Unlike Study 2, there was one list that alternated male and female names. This made it possible for a respondent to choose alters disproportionately by gender, although there was probably a bias against female alters⁴. On balance, I believe this list to be less biased than most network generators in eliciting a random grab of alters from an ego-centered network.

Interviewers read the list of fifty names stopping when the respondent recognized a name. At this point a series of questions were asked about the alter and the respondent’s relationship to the alter. A total of 14 alters were selected, and 747 respondents were able to make it through the list and generate all 14 alters. These data were summarized to provide characteristics of each network, such as the proportion of a network that were family members, or the average level of knowing.

Study 3: Results

Studies 1 and 2 defined the dimensions that informants used when assigning a five-point knowing level to an alter. From the distribution of these dimensions across knowing levels it appears that, as knowing level increases, frequency of contact, duration of tie, the amount of information known about an alter and whether or not the alter is a family member become increasingly important.

However, while these studies demonstrate the multiplicity of knowing as a tie, they do not tell us about the direction of the relation between dimensions and knowing level. We assume that high knowing levels will be associated with frequent contact, lengthy relationships, high proportions of family alters and a high level of information known about the alter. It is this assumption, and the potential of cases that run counter to them, that make multiplexity important. After all, if these dimensions vary directly with level of knowing, then that level is a proxy for all of the dimensions. Studies that use this single concept to represent a network tie gain validity. Study 3 provides the opportunity to test whether these trends exist and whether

---

⁴As I and others have noted, there is more variety to female names than male names. From the registrar’s list, 42% of all males are accounted for by the 21 most frequently occurring male names compared to 25% for the 21 most frequently occurring female names. Thus, a list with equal numbers of both is probably biased against selecting female alters in the proportion they actually exist in the network. The proportions such a list should have would vary by respondent and are unknown.
anomalous cases are common enough to warrant caution in using knowing by itself to define a tie.

Turning first to frequency of contact, Figure 1 shows a clear tendency for average knowing level to decrease as frequency of contact decreases. The mean differences of knowing level between categories are significant, with the exception of those included between twice a week and once a month.

![Figure 2. Average Knowing Level by Duration Tie.](image)

Cases running counter to this trend would be high knowing and low frequency, or low knowing and high frequency. On average, four percent of respondents' alters are those whom they see no more than every six months, but know at level five. Another four percent on average are those whom respondents see at least twice a week but know at level one. So, a total of eight percent of the alters run counter to the assumed relationship between knowing and frequency of contact.

Figure 2 also shows the expected relation between duration of tie and knowing level; as the duration of the tie increases, so does the average knowing level. In contrast to frequency of contact, duration exhibits only one type of anomalous case. On average, nine percent of respondents' alters were those whom they knew for at least two years, but to whom they assigned a knowing level of one. There were virtually no cases of informants assigning an alter a knowing level five when they had known them for less than three months.

The amount of information known about an alter is correlated strongly with knowing level (Pearson r=.92). (It remains unclear whether this is because information known and knowing level are actually the same, or if this is an experiment effect due to the uniqueness of these two variables having a number assigned to them with no definition of the categories, that is, they are both constructs.)

Still, an average of 16 percent of the alters were knowing level one, but were assigned an information level of five. In contrast to the dimension of closeness, many alters are those whom respondents don’t know well, but about whom they claim to know a lot about. The opposite case, claiming to know someone well (knowing level five) but knowing little about them (information level one), is very rare.

![Figure 3. Proportion of Family by Knowing Level](image)

The final dimension is that of family. In Study 3 the distinction was made between blood relations and marital relations. Figure 3 presents the proportions of family of each type that account for each of the five knowing levels. Thus, 46 percent of knowing level five assignments were blood relations, while 11 percent were marital relations. This figure shows that as knowing level increases, the proportion of family ties of both types increase. Interestingly, they are virtually identical for the first four levels, while blood relations are four times more prevalent in level five knowing assignments than are marital relations. The potential anomalous cases of low-knowing blood or marital relations combined represent about 1.5 percent of alters on average, or less than one percent each.

Discussion

From these three studies we see that the word “knowing” is understood by informants in different ways. We cannot assume that asking informants to assign tie strength based on this single word will assign values equally along all the dimensions informants think about when applying it to their alters.
The dimensions that appear to be important in making these assignments are friendship, closeness, frequency of contact, duration of tie, how much is known about an alter, whether the alter is family, and acquaintanceship. Friendship and acquaintanceship are not informative concepts as they tell us little about the nature of a relation. Closeness is by all accounts the same concept as knowing; there are virtually no cases of high knowing and low closeness or vice versa. Of the remaining four dimensions of knowing, all exhibit an overall trend with relation to knowing that is predictable. Information known, duration of tie, frequency of contact and proportions of family all increase with the level of knowing.

However, several cases run counter to these trends. These are high knowing/low frequency and low knowing/high frequency alters (4 percent of alters each, on average). Low knowing/high duration (9 percent) and low knowing/high information known (16 percent). Consequently, those studies that measure ties and tie strength using the single word "knowing" may misinterpret the composition of the tie. Worse, assuming that defining a strong tie as high frequency, high duration or high information known by themselves could easily result in a low knowing tie.

How might such misinterpretations affect the results of research which uses a single word network generator? Consider the percentages listed above which represent cases where the level of a particular dimension does not have the expected relation with the level of the single word tie measure "knowing." Most of these discrepant cases do not pose a serious problem. Yet 16 percent of the time it would be erroneous to assume that an alter who was selected because the respondent "knew" them well was also someone the respondent knew a lot about.

One area of research that this might significantly effect is the use of information known by respondents about alters to estimate hard-to-count populations (see Killworth et al., 1995; Laumann et al., 1995). In these cases respondents are asked to list alters they "know" who belong to various subpopulations, such as diabetics, or victims of AIDS. The results of this study suggest that the ability of the respondent to know whether an alter is a member of any one subpopulation may be seriously compromised as much as 16 percent of the time.

These results lend support to the conclusions reached by Burt in 1983. Whereas Burt's data were based upon a limited set of five alters, these studies extend that to a free list of 60 alters; and a "random" draw of 14 alters from the networks of 747 respondents. Similar to Burt's findings, these relations are clearly multiplex. Further, respondents accept the concept of "knowing" to define their ties and interpret the tie in different ways.

In the end, we are probably safer to measure network ties using several questions with defined categories that individually address the various dimensions of ties. While the focus of this study was the word "knowing", there is no reason to believe other single word tie definitions, such as "closeness", are any better proxies for all of these dimensions. Given that all subsequent results are based on the way ties are measured, a standard set of questions should be developed that network researchers will use to define ties. This will make our results comparable and will remove the effect of different measures of ties and tie strength.
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Many companies are dismantling their internalized system of mutual obligations between employees and the firms, relying more on external labor markets to provide labor power in the form of contingent workers and training services. Our primary focus is on changes in the ego-centered networks of relations connecting employees to those organizations from which they recruit and train employees. To understand the durability of these relations and how networking processes change as a means of obtaining human resources, we present hypotheses about the conditions affecting the form and content of a focal organization's occupation-specific interorganizational relations, including the effects of environmental instability, tight labor markets, unionization, and institutional constraints. We will conduct a 1996-98 national panel survey of U.S. establishments to track these changes.

Introduction

A remarkable restructuring is under way in the American employment contract that emerged in the post-World War II era of rising productivity and U.S. economic dominance. That traditional system sought to reduce the costs and uncertainties implicit in casual, short-term, open-market labor relations by erecting internalized systems of mutual obligations between employees and their firms. To secure long-term supplies of skilled workers, the larger corporations offered job security, complex pay schedules, extensive internal labor markets, promotion opportunities, and elaborate training programs (Osterman 1984; Knoke 1996). Institutional forces propagated the traditional employment contract. Labor unions and governmental regulators pressured companies to adopt standardized employment practices (Baron et al. 1986; Kochan et al. 1986). Business associations, professional societies, and academic consultants touted "best practice" personnel systems, often modeled after the Japanese lifetime company employment contract (Wyatt Company 1995).

By the early 1990s, the traditional employment contract faced serious challenges. Blue-chip companies such as IBM, General Motors, and Kodak were downsizing or abandoning key elements of their elaborate human resource systems. Many conglomerate firms move toward undiversified structures (Davis et al. 1994). The rapid integration of the U.S. into the world economy generated intense financial pressures to re-engineer corporations into lean-and-mean competitors (Harrison 1994; Lawler 1992; Useem 1993). The drive for more efficient production prompted the wholesale adoption of new management techniques, encapsulated as a total quality movement and a return to core competencies (Lawler et al. 1992). The emergence of a new employment contract as an alternative to traditional internal labor markets involves a more casual relationship between employers and employees, in which external labor markets assume much greater importance. "Employees are being pushed into taking more of the risks involved in doing business, job requirements are significantly more demanding, and employees must develop their own skills and careers" (Cappelli 1996). Campaigns to decentralize the organization often freeze hiring, cut salaries and benefits, terminate career trajectories, increase workloads, heighten stress, and undermine morale. White collar employees, especially middle managers, have been hit as severely as blue collar workers.

As internal labor markets are disassembled, corporations are expanding their use of "contingent" workers—part-time or temporary employees and subcontracted workers employed by suppliers and help agencies (Osterman 1994). By 1994 Manpower, Inc., had supplanted the shrinking General Motors as the largest U.S. employer. The use of contingent workers is not limited to clerical employees, but embraces such high-skill occupations as engineering, computer programming, and drafting. In part, the rise of a contingent workforce reflects the corporate drive to lower costs. But, companies also turn to outside labor suppliers and subcontractors whenever their high performance work systems require specialized skills that are not readily available within the firm's pared-back core workforce. Other firms engage a contingent workforce to gain production flexibilities and to avoid the stringencies imposed by union contracts. The resulting employment relationship comprises a two-tier structure: a reduced core of employees who enjoy good job security and an expanded peripheral workforce that lacks pensions and health benefits.

We are conducting a research project to monitor these continuing changes in the employment contract, applying an interorganizational network perspective to explain two basic human resources practices: how employers interact with other organizations to obtain and train new workers. In effect, we ask how tightly workers are linked into their firms, how much firms invest in their internal workers, and how they make those investments. Understanding the conditions under which employers turn to outside organizations for assistance with these labor functions is the central focus of our research.

Theoretical Background

Our project is grounded in a network perspective on organizations, labor contracting, and job training. This section reviews the theoretical and empirical literatures relevant to formulating our research design and specifying testable hypotheses.
Interorganizational Networks

Both conventional economic and sociological theories of organizational behavior tend to overlook the importance of interorganizational networks for understanding firm labor contracting and job training practices. Economic theories of the firm are grounded in a formal microeconomic price theory that analyzes the economic incentives facing the single firm to explain its formal organizational structure, strategy, and performance (e.g., Carlton and Perloff 1994). The structuralism paradigm in sociology (e.g., Berg 1981; Farkas and Englund 1988) emphasizes how worker and firm outcomes vary with the enterprise's technological, administrative, and political arrangements. In their narrow focus on such structural features as formal job classification systems and internal labor markets, sociological explanations deflected research inquiry away from the role of interorganizational connections in shaping a firm's decisions. But, recent theoretical and empirical developments have begun turning some attention toward those issues (Granovetter 1985; Nohria and Eccles 1992).

Increasingly the hiring and allocation of labor, which comprise the largest cost component for most organizations, are neither wholly external to the organization (in which case only market relations would be relevant), nor entirely confined within isolated physical and organizational locations (in which case only a consideration of hierarchical relations would be required). Rather, the on-going transformation of the U.S. employment contract is generating new forms of labor exchange between organizations, whose significance may be better explained by interorganizational concepts and principles than by the atomistic actor approaches of conventional economic and sociological theories of the firm. A network perspective on organizational behavior, developed primarily by sociologists and organization researchers, demonstrates that the patterns of relationships among actors are indispensable for understanding a wide range of organizational phenomena (for overviews of the interorganizational network literature, see Baker 1992; Burt 1992; Granovetter 1985; Knorke and Guitarte 1995; Knorke and Kaufman 1996; Powell 1987, 1990). These applications of network ideas span such diverse organizational activities as human capital formation (Marsden and Hurlbert 1988); mentoring (Née 1988); women and minority employees (Bhabha 1993); managerial careers (Burt 1992); small business entrepreneurs (Aldrich 1989); technological innovation and transfer (Harrington and Pennings 1990); corporate alliances (Gerlach 1992); joint venturing (Barley et al. 1992); multinational corporate linkages (Ghoshal and Bartlett 1990); and governmental lobbying (Knorke et al. 1996). However, network researchers have been strikingly inattentive to interorganizational processes in both labor contracting and job training. While this lacuna means that we have no prior empirical foundation on which we can build, it also offers us a unique opportunity to make substantial contributions to these issues. Network ideas should prove most useful for tracking the evolving U.S. employment system as it produces complex structures of employer-employee relations that are simultaneously internal and external to the firm.

In the absence of being able to draw on the insights of a rich empirical literature on interorganizational networks, particularly as applied to company labor contracting and job training practices, we instead sketch the basic analytic concepts and network principles that should prove most relevant to our proposed substantive research. A social network comprises a set of actors and their dyadic relations. A relation or tie consists of an exchange of commodities or services between two actors, or work organizations in our case. The distribution of exchange ties varies conceptually along several key dimensions, which we intend to operationalize in our project: (1) intensity or frequency, the number of transactions occurring per unit of time; (2) duration, the span of time across which exchanges occur; (3) formalization, the extent to which a transaction is regulated by explicit rules and sanctions governing their occurrence; (4) range, the volume (number) and diversity (quality) of actors with whom exchanges occur; and (5) multiplexity or overlap, the presence of more than one type of exchange between a given dyad. The two substantive relations of interest for our project are the labor hiring and labor training ties between dyads, or pairs, of organizations.

Interorganizational networks may be viewed either from the perspective of a single actor embedded in a larger system (an ego-centered network) or from the full-system viewpoint (a global network). The latter perspective proves meaningful only where the analyst can bound a closely and relatively small organizational population whose members maintain dense ties to one another. When seeking to develop a representative portrait of the networks operative in a large and open population, as we do here, the ego-centered approach is more appropriate (for a good example, see Kelley 1993). An ego-centered network consists of an ego (or focal organization) with its direct ties with a set of alter organizations. The labor contracting and training exchanges between a work organization and its providers are unlikely to be affected by ties among these alter organizations (since the competitors do not generally exchange labor or training among themselves) nor by these vendors' ties to still other organizations that lack direct ties to ego. Hence, we propose to investigate the "first-tier ego net," comprised only of direct ties between an employer and those organizations from which it obtains new employees and job training services.

Employment Contracts

We use the interchangeable concepts "employment contract" and "labor contract" to encompass a broad range of employer-employee regimes, which may or may not be formalized as written contracts. These are bilateral arrangements involving reciprocal expectations and behaviors between management and labor. A labor contract represents what each party seeks to achieve from the employment relationship by trading something of value to the other: employers exchange money, security, and other job rewards with employees in return for their efforts and sometimes their loyalties. Employment contracts often specify in considerable detail how work is to be organized, governed, evaluated, and rewarded (see Kalleberg and Rev 1993, pp. 1105-6; see also Rousseau 1989; Rousseau and Parks 1992).

Employment contracts vary along several key dimensions, including: the duration of the employment relation; whether workers are employees of the organization or independent contractors; whether employers directly provide job training or rely on outside organizational vendors of training; the extent to which contract terms are formalized and explicit as opposed to informal and implicit; whether employers or employees hold the balance of power in defining contract terms; the extent and nature of compensation; the extent to which the contract is subject to regulation by government agencies or unions. These dimensions of contracts may be interrelated. For example, decisions regarding compensation, duration of contracts, and the provision of training are intimately related to such issues as the balance of power and regulation. Our proposed research will focus mainly on duration, formal contracting, and job training because these relations have been especially vulnerable to the kinds of changes described above.
As noted in our overview of the shift from long- to short-term employment contracts during the past fifteen years, many U.S. work organizations have sought to move away from the traditional model where most employees (especially males) were connected to their employees on a full-time, relatively permanent basis. This "old covenant," characterized by an exchange of job security for performance and loyalty, is being supplant by a "new covenant" in which employers promise to train workers and help them to become "employable" in a variety of companies (Waterman et al. 1994), but make no guarantees of continued employment (O'Reilly 1994). To ensure steady supplies of qualified workers who are weakly attached to the organization, employers rely increasingly on temporary help agencies (Parker 1994). The duration of employers' relations with temp agencies varies considerably. On one end of the continuum, a focal organization buys the labor it needs at an auction on the open or "spot" market. Here, the hiring relationship has an extremely short duration. On the other end of the continuum, a focal organization keeps a temporary agency on retainer, thereby obtaining a reliable flow of workers as needed. This long-term relation enables the employer and the temp agency jointly to develop a projected plan for how many temporary employees are needed at various times. Thus, close ties help employers to smooth out fluctuations in business cycles, since workers are added only when needed and subtracted as business falls off.

A second change in the contemporary employment contract is greater reliance by firms on individual and organizational contractors, as opposed to their own employees, in order to get work done. With an increased emphasis on core competencies now part of the business environment of the 1990s, employers increasingly find it more cost-effective to hire outside people and organizations to perform certain routine, peripheral, and/or irregular sorts of work for them. Extant data do not permit reliable estimates of how many workers in the U.S. labor force are involved in various types of subcontracting relationships, though anecdotal evidence suggests that these kinds of network linkages are becoming more common. For example, a study of 442 firms by the Bureau of National Affairs found that 13% increased their use of temporary workers and outside contractors for administrative/business support contracts and production subcontracting (Abraham 1988). Employment in the business service sector, a primary locus of subcontracting relations, rose from 3.3 to 6.18 million workers from 1980 to 1991, an 87% increase (Parker 1994, p. 7). The 1991 National Organizations Survey (NOS; see Kalleberg et al. 1996) estimated that 19% of establishments frequently recruited some of their core workers through employment agencies, a lower percentage than those employers who used newspaper advertising and employee referrals, but more than reliance on business and professional contacts (Marsden 1994).

### Job Training

National surveys of employees and organizations concur that larger workplaces, which maintain elaborate internal labor markets, sustain much broader formal job training efforts, both inside and outside the organization (Osterman 1995; Knoke and Kalleberg 1994; Knoke and Ishio 1994; Lynch 1994; Frazis, Herz and Horrigan 1995; Knoke 1996). Evidence from the 1991 NOS revealed widespread formal employee training programs, involving establishments employing 72% of the U.S. labor force (Knoke 1996). Company training activities are more likely to remain in-house whenever they involve firm-specific expertise, proprietary knowledge, and adequate time to create their own training staffs. A decision to purchase training services from external training vendors is more likely when firms have important needs that cannot be met within the time, staffing, and money available to produce proprietary programs. A variety of outside providers—encompassing commercial training consultants, collaborative customer firms, and nonprofits such as local community colleges, voc-tech schools, and community-based (low-income) organizations—offer both highly specialized and generic training packages on as-needed bases (Carnevale et al. 1990, pp. 101-141). External vendors also include the larger organization ("parent") of which an establishment is a branch or subsidiary unit and labor unions that conduct collaborative training programs with the firm (Ferman et al. 1991).

The 1991 NOS uncovered substantial reliance by establishments on external training providers (Knoke 1996). The relations were operationalized by two general items: (1) "Was any of this training conducted by staff from the (LARGER ORG), either on (ORG)'s premises or by sending employees to (LARGER ORG)?"; (2) "Was any formal job training conducted on (ORG)'s premises by outside agencies, consultants, or schools?" Even establishments that maintained their own in-house training staffs almost always collaborated with external vendors. Fewer than 5% of establishments relied solely on their own training staffs, while another 5% combined their training staffs with trainers from the parent organization. Nearly one-quarter of establishments had no training staffs of their own, but depended entirely on the larger organization's trainers; another third conducted joint training programs with their own staffs and those of an external vendor; and another third combined all three sources. A substantial size gradient was evident: more than 75% of the smallest establishments (under 5 employees), which generally lacked in-house staffs, purchased training exclusively from the two external sources; but more than 90% of the largest organizations (over 1,000 employees) always combined their own training staffs with those from parental and/or external vendors.

We propose to conduct a more in-depth examination of interorganizational training arrangements than was feasible with the omnibus 1991 NOS. In place of its two general indicators of collaborative training, we will distinguish both the specific forms and the substantive contents of the training that a focal employer's purchases from particular training vendors for its various occupational categories. For example, we must separate multiplex relations (where one training vendor provides the training for all the occupations of a focal organization) from single-stranded or uniplex ties (where each occupational training program is provided by a different vendor).

Another conceptual distinction is how job training practices vary along such dimensions as internalization and formalization. To illustrate the range of increasingly formal interorganizational training ties, consider the following:

- The employer mandates that employees in an occupational category need training, but offers no resources for its provision. These employees must make their own arrangements to locate and pay for training by outside vendors.
- Employer underwrites training expenses for employees, for example, by reimbursing tuition for training courses. But, employees must still make their own arrangements with external training vendors.
- Employer directly negotiates a formal contractual agreement with an external vendor to train employees at off-site locations apart from work periods.
Employer arranges for an external training vendor to provide on-site training during employees’ work hours.

Employer’s training staff collaborates with an external vendor to conduct a jointly administered, on-site training program during work hours.

Employer’s training staff takes over the entire training effort from an external vendor, for example, by buying a training school.

**Significance of Changing Employment Contracts**

Employers’ decisions about the form and duration of employment contracting, on the one hand, and whether they should rely on internal as opposed to external sources of training, on the other, are intimately related. For example, organizations that contract out more services and functions are less likely to rely on external agents to provide contingent workers with the training necessary to accomplish these tasks. Moreover, a rational organization will not find it cost effective to use many of its own resources to train contingent workers because the firm cannot expect to recover its full investment through increased productivity.

A company’s decision to change its employment contract is primarily motivated by the desire to decrease unit labor costs. These costs—representing the ratio of payroll costs to productivity—can be reduced in two ways: by lowering payroll costs and by increasing productivity. The first strategy—reducing payroll costs—is sometimes referred to as the “low cost route” to efficiency, because it reduces the quantity of work supplied (see Applebaum and Batt 1994). This route is often cited as the motivation for externalizing labor by using contingent and/or contracted workers. The alternative road to enhancing performance—increasing productivity and the quality of work—relies heavily on giving employees and contractors considerable job training. While these two cost-cutting strategies may be manipulated independently, they may have related consequences, for example, reducing payroll by downsizing or scare tactics may also reduce worker productivity. Therefore, we must examine these dimensions of labor contracts simultaneously in our proposed research.

The changing employment contract has a profound impact on individual workers’ lives, on work organizations, and on the nation. The growth of contingent workers and contracting has considerably reduced individual opportunities for career advancement within organizations. Firm internal labor markets—which formed the job ladders up which ambitious employees once climbed—are rapidly being dismantled and replaced by short-term, hazardous career lines where workers must take greater responsibility for their acquisition of new skills (see Waterman et al. 1994). Because workers can no longer expect to spend much of their lives working for one organization, they must be prepared to deal with the disruptions caused by moving from one place to another. They must plan for continual retraining throughout their work lives, often at their own expense.

The corporate preoccupation with becoming “lean and mean” by expanded use of contingent and contracted workers may also have negative consequences for organizations. There are many advantages for an organization to keep a well-trained, loyal workforce. For example, temporary workers are often associated with higher supervision costs because temps have little basis for loyalty to a company and may not be sufficiently well-trained to do high quality work.

Firms may discover that contingent workers actually cost more because they are less productive than long-term employees. A longitudinal study such as we are proposing is necessary to track changes in organizational use of contingent workers and to determine whether they add or shed workers at various phases of the business cycle.

The contemporary move toward contingency and contracting can also be viewed as a societal effort to respond to competition in the world economy. If successful, these painful changes would help to restructure the stagnating U.S. standard of living, paying workers for their sacrifices. But, there are also dangers associated with this strategy: either the reformation won’t succeed and foreign nations will capture our markets, or the gains from reinvented system will be pocketed by owners and managers, not by ordinary workers (see Harrison 1994).

**Research Hypotheses**

Drawing from the analytic perspectives summarized previously above, this section specifies some testable hypotheses about sources of variation in work organizations’ labor contracts and job training relations with other organizations. Because we expect that employers’ strategic choices are driven primarily by external social forces, we do not state any expectations here about how internal organizational structures (e.g., division of labor, workforce composition) might affect interorganizational ties, although we are likely to control such factors when analyzing the full sample of the causal models below. Also, we intend to test each general hypothesis for the various “classes of worker” (occupations) within the organizations. For example, strong interorganizational training might be found among the skilled crafts occupations, but may not emerge for clerical or managerial employees. To save space, we do not restate for every occupational category the four classes of research hypothesis below.

**Organizational Environments**

Theorists have proposed several analytic dimensions for conceptualizing organizational environments, such as uncertainty and complexity (Albright and Marsden 1988), which we will attempt to operationalize for this project. The concept of environmental instability refers to the degree of turnover in external elements. To the extent that an organization encounters rapid changes in production technologies, in the availability of financial and material resources, and in calculable markets for its products and services, the less likely it is to try dealing with these changes by itself. Under such conditions, we expect organizations increasingly to rely on other organizations for hiring and training employees competent to deal effectively with these environmental changes.

**H1:** The more unstable its environments, the more likely an organization is to develop labor contracting and job training relations with other organizations that exhibit greater intensity, duration, formalization, range, and multiplexity.

**Labor Markets**

When the supply of essential production or service workers available to an employer tightens (i.e., when the occupational unemployment rate decreases), organizations are forced...
to dip ever lower into the labor queue to find workers. As the labor pool shrinks ("scrapping the bottom of the barrel"), the remaining workers are also less likely to have the requisite skills, experiences, and work commitments that make them valuable to firms. Consequently, companies find themselves investing more effort in searching, screening, socializing, and training new hires, including such basic skills as literacy, numeracy, and punctuality. During such restricted labor market conditions, employers are more likely to turn to such external suppliers as subcontractors, head-hunters, and temp agencies that pre-train temporary hires, as well as to purchase specialized training services from external vendors to bring new hires up to speed and to retrain older employees in new job functions.

**H2:** The tighter an occupational labor market, the more likely an organization is to form external arrangements for labor contracting and job training.

**Labor Unions**

Although only one-sixth of the U.S. labor force is unionized today, unions retain significant presences in several key industries, such as construction and manufacturing. Traditionally, unions resisted subcontracting and contingent employment as direct threats to their members’ wages, working conditions, and job security. Although the evidence was more equivocal, unions were also believed to oppose programs that involve senior workers in training their own replacements (Mincer 1983). Many unions control apprenticeship programs that are completely independent from the firms where their participants are employed. But, the economic restructurings of the past two decades saw many unions making substantial concessions, such as two-ter wage systems and externalization of parts production, in order to hold onto core union jobs. The recent emergence of several highly visible joint-training programs, where unions and managers collaborate on design and administration, suggests that unions may be replacing adversarial with cooperative stances. These impacts may be most pronounced where rapidly changing technologies and foreign competitors challenge corporate viability.

**H3:** In unstable environmental conditions, unionized employers are more likely to establish joint job training programs and to engage in external labor contracting practices that preserve core union jobs.

**Institutionalization**

Firm hiring and training decisions are also shaped by prevailing societal and cultural beliefs about appropriate behaviors, thus conferring greater legitimacy on organizations that adopt conventional forms. A common theme is the importance of such elements as “symbolic systems, cognitive scripts, and normative codes” (Scott 1992, p. 3). Conveyed and sanctioned by peer organizations, regulatory bodies, and governmental authorities, these institutionalized standards compel increasingly uniform organizational practices, resulting in isomorphic structures and homogeneous behaviors among organizations operating within a common field. Scott and Meyer (1991) used institutional ideas to generate hypotheses about the likelihood that organizations will offer formal training programs. They argued that employers tend to copy generally valued models of employee instruction that are only ambiguously linked to firm-specific tasks and purposes, “with loose controls and evaluation systems in ways that are in many respects directly analogous to the operation of the traditional educational system” (1991, p. 322). For example, several major corporations operate company colleges replete with curricula, examinations, and degrees. In settings where institutionalization is most strongly entrenched, employer adherence to external normative standards is expected to be strongest.

**H4:** The more extensive the institutional constraints toward particular types of labor contracting and job training practices, the greater an employer’s conformity to those norms.

Although the four broad hypotheses above are presented in *ceteris paribus* form, we will test them with multivariate methods that allow controls for other factors, especially internal organizational characteristics, and for specification of interactions or conditional effects. The hypotheses refer not only to comparative differences in labor contracting and job training between organizations at a given time, but also to changes in an organization’s interorganizational relations over time as its environmental, labor market, unionization, and institutional conditions change. Because we seek to understand the durability of these relations and how networking processes change as a means of obtaining human resources, we need to test our research hypotheses using the longitudinal data collection design described in the next section.

**Research Design**

This section outlines the sampling, measurement, and data collection procedures to be used in a longitudinal survey of a diverse national sample of U.S. establishments. We applied several of these methods in the 1991 National Organizations Survey (Kalleberg et al. 1996), but will modify and extend certain procedures to suit the unique focus of our current proposal.

**A Longitudinal Organizational Survey**

We will conduct the Minnesota Center for Survey Research (MCSR), a unit of the University of Minnesota, to conduct a two-wave panel survey of U.S. work establishments in 1996 and 1998. We expect MCSR to complete 1,000 interviews for the 1996 wave. Based on the 1991 NOS field experience, we anticipate a response rate above 70% of sampled organizations (selected as described in the next subsection). We also assume that 800 of the organizations participating in the first wave will complete interviews in the second wave. No replacements of second-wave refusals will be made. Within each establishment, MCSR will attempt to identify and interview the human resources manager or personnel director, since that person is likely to be the most knowledgeable informant about the organization’s labor contracting and job training practices. In some organizations, perhaps a fifth of the cases, information will also be sought from training directors. In the majority of cases, data will be collected in computer-assisted telephone interviews lasting up to 45 minutes for the first wave (and 25 minutes for the second-wave interviews). Again based on the 1991 NOS, because some informants assert that they cannot afford the time for a phone interview, MCSR will be prepared to mail printed versions of the CATI instrument to as much as a third of the original sample. MCSR will use standard follow-up procedures for both the telephone and mail portions of the study.
Sampling Organizations

We will use Dun and Bradstreet (D & B) Information Services to select the sample of establishments to be interviewed by MCSR (Osterman, 1994, 1995) also conducted a survey using D & B files). D & B will draw a random sample of establishments stratified by employee size. Stratifying by size is essential because the overwhelming majority of work organizations in the U.S. is small (more than 80% have fewer than 20 employees) and thus are relatively undifferentiated with regard to many important aspects of the employment contract. To ensure that the sample contains many mid-sized and large organizations (which are more likely to train employees internally and to have diverse employment relations), D & B will sample organizations with probability proportional to size. (This design parallels the 1991 NOS multiplicity sample, which used the General Social Survey respondents to identify employers, thus assuring that the NOS establishments were drawn proportional to employee size; see Spaeth and O’Rourke 1994.) The resulting sample should be reasonably representative of U.S. profit-making work organizations, since D & B’s file contains nearly 15 million companies (see Kalleberg et al. 1990 for a discussion of the advantages and limitations of this sampling frame). D & B will also provide us with a sample of non-profit work organizations, though their coverage of these kinds of organizations is not as exhaustive as the former.

For each organization sampled, Dun and Bradstreet’s “Market Identifiers Plus” service will provide us several important pieces of information, including: company name, address and telephone number; up to four executive contacts (including the CEO); information on industry affiliation and parent company; banking and accounting firm relationships (a potentially valuable source of network information); size (in terms of number of employees as well as sales volume); year started; business trends for the past three years. In addition, historical information on the sampled organizations is available from the Dun’s Historical Files. This historical information may prove useful for explaining present interorganizational training and other labor contract relations.

Sampling Occupations Within Organizations

The employees of the larger establishments comprise too many occupations for us to collect detailed information on all their labor contracts and job training. Hence, we will develop techniques to identify and sample a subset of referent occupations within each organization about which we will query the informants. We will conduct extensive pre-tests to develop effective “occupational name-generator” procedures suitable for both telephone interviews and mail questionnaires. One approach would be to uncover the main network among occupations inside the organization. First, we would ask each informant to identify a single “core occupation” that is crucial to the main product of the establishment. We would then solicit a list of occupations that are functionally related (interdependent on) that core occupation, along with judgments about how tightly or loosely connected each one is to the core occupation. Descriptive information would be collected about each occupation, such as the numbers of employees, their composition in terms of genders, races, ages, and other pertinent attributes.

An alternative approach to selecting referent occupations would start with an informant providing three job titles whose work is “most directly involved” (e.g., central, essential) to the establishment’s main product/service. Next, an equal number of jobs less directly involved (e.g., secondary, peripheral) would be identified, regardless of whether they are functionally integrated with the central occupations. We may decide also to ask about administrative/clerical occupations and “boundary spanning” positions, for example, jobs involving distribution in manufacturing organizations or sales in service enterprises. Regardless of which design we ultimately choose, our main objective is to select as referent occupations both core jobs (whose incumbents are very likely to have strong, long-term employment contracts involving extensive training) and secondary positions (very likely to exhibit the opposite configurations). We anticipate collecting detailed information about the contracts and training for up to six referent occupations in the larger establishments, perhaps focusing the informants’ attention on recently hired workers about whom they should possess the most accurate information.

Generating Interorganizational Ego-Networks

For each of the referent occupations selected, we will collect information on the focal organization’s ties to other organizations for labor contracting and job training services to these occupations. Thus, for each of the six occupations sampled within a large establishment, we will repeat a series of items about the organizations with which the focal establishment deals for labor contracts and for job training. We will ask informants to enumerate every alter-organization by name and to provide details about those alters’ occupation-specific interactions with the focal organization. In particular, for each relationship we will operationalize such basic network properties as intensity (the frequency of contact; numbers of employees participating; funding amounts), duration (the period of time spanned by the relation), multiplexity (use of the same provider for several occupations), and formalization (existence of written contracts). In addition to the network measures, informants will also provide brief profiles of the alter organizations (e.g., their sizes, industries, public-private auspices). Thus, we will be able to construct a set occupation-specific, ego-centered interorganizational networks without the expense of contacting and querying every alter organization in the set. The following two subsections present more detail about measures specific to our substantive research focus.

Labor Contracting Relations

As noted above, we conceptualize the labor contract broadly to embrace more than formal written agreements. We will operationalize six central dimensions of the employment contract. Because these aspects likely vary from one occupation to another, we will use these items to collect network information on every referent occupation. The six dimensions of labor contracts, and illustrative questions, are:

1. The focal organization’s use of contingent workers. What is the percent part-time and percent temporary employees in each occupation? During the past two years, which alter organizations provided temporary personnel to the focal organization to do the work associated with each occupation? Did the ego or alter (temporary agency) set the hours and wages for occupational members? Which organization was responsible for evaluating the employees’ work performances? Has the focal organization dealt with the alter for a long time, or did it contract with new alters every time a new job opened? What was the intensity and frequency of the ego organization’s use of temporaries? Was the use of temporaries identical for each occupation?
(2) The focal organization's use of individual contractors, independent consultants, and other forms of subcontracting. To what extent did the ego organization contract for labor from an alter in which the latter assumes responsibility for managing, supervision, scheduling, and/or filling out forms (for example, as is common in the construction industry)? What were the duration, intensity, and frequency of subcontracting relationships? Were these subcontracting relations the same for each occupation?

(3) Contract formalization. Did the focal organization have written employment contracts with its "permanent" employees, its subcontractors, and/or its contingent workers? Did the extent of contract formalization differ from one referent occupation to another?

(4) Power balance in the employment relationship. Does the employer or employee primarily decide when to terminate the employment relationship? Is there a tenure system or other form of job security? Can a person be fired for (what) cause? How often does the organization experience cyclical layoffs?

(5) Compensation and job rewards. What fringe benefits (e.g., pension rights, medical) and earnings do the referent occupation's incumbents receive?

(6) Are contracts regulated by the government (e.g., Fair Labor Standards; Affirmative Action)? By unions?

Job Training Relationships

To place the interorganizational training practices into clearer context, we also must measure the extent to which formal training takes place inside an establishment (we assume that all informal training, which is very hard to measure, takes place inside the organization). The interview's training section will begin with the filter item similar to one used in the 1991 NOS: "Apart from on-the-job training, in the past two years did (ORG) provide any employees with formal job training, either on or off the premises?" If an ego organization conducted no formal training programs (slightly more than a quarter of the size-weighted 1991 NOS establishments), the questionnaire will skip to the next section. For focal organizations with some formal training, the informant first will be asked about any training that was conducted on-site entirely by the establishment's own training staff (not counting staff on loan from the parent organization). For example, which of the referent occupations were trained in what particular kinds of skills? What were the main reasons for providing the training? How many employees took part in each program and how were they selected? What was the duration of each training program? What training staff resources were applied in each instance? What kinds of evaluations of training outcomes were made?

Next, for each referent occupation, informants will be asked whether their establishment conducted any training during the past two years, either on- or off-site, in conjunction with such alter organizations as labor unions, parent organizations, and public- and private-sector providers (for example, community colleges, commercial vendors, and customer firms). After interviewers have inventoried the names of all provider organizations, they will ask the informants for details on each external training relation: At what physical sites did training occur? Which organizations trained which occupations in what particular skills? Why did the focal organization choose this particular provider? Were any alternative providers available in the market, and did the focal organization investigate using these sources instead? How often has the ego organization used this provider in the past? What were the financial arrangements and the contractual stipulations governing the exchange? Did the focal organization's training staff collaborate in delivering the vendor's service? How many employees were trained and how were they selected? What was the duration of each program? How satisfied was the organization with the training?

Other Measures

In order to test the research hypotheses outlined above, we will collect information on such environmental characteristics as: concentration, competition and other features of product markets; the organization's exposure to sources of prevailing standards, accrediting bodies, regulatory agencies, and other indicators of institutionalization; unions; changes in technology (such as the use of computers and automation); labor market supply and demand in the different occupations; and the ego organization's relations with customers and suppliers in output and input markets. We must also control for variation among establishments' internal organizational structures and workforce composition. We will draw many items from the 1991 NOS survey to measure a variety formal organizational structures, including: vertical and horizontal differentiation; centralization of decision-making; firm internal labor markets; and formalization. Other NOCS indicators will measure an organization's workforce composition in terms of gender and race, and the overall proportions in part-time, temporary, and subcontracting relations. (See Marsden et al. 1994 for the 1991 NOS organizational structure and environment indicators.)

Analyses

We will begin by analyzing the cross-sectional and retrospective data gathered in the first wave of the survey. The research hypotheses stated above will be examined using multivariate methods such as we used in analyzing the 1991 NOS. Because our proposed survey design specifies that data will be gathered about several occupations within each organization studied, multilevel analyses (Bryk and Raudenbush 1992) will be used where appropriate in studying questions about training and labor contracting. An additional payoff to the project will come with analyses of the longitudinal data that will become available with the completion of the next wave of interviews. We will then be able to examine questions about the stability of particular contracting and training relationships over the two-year period, and study factors associated with the initiation of new relationships as well as the termination of old ones. At a different level, we will be able to study changes in the use of "labor-networking" as a strategy, irrespective of whether there are exchanges in the specific partners involved with a focal organization. Will the apparent current movement toward increased use of subcontractors and contingent/temporary workers continue into the late 1990s? Where is it expanding most rapidly, and which employers are turning to still newer strategies to increase worker performance and firm flexibility?

We will examine the over-time changes in ego-centered organizations' network properties by estimating equations taking the following general form:
\[ \delta_{i,t} = \beta Y_{i,t} + \sum_{j} \gamma_{i,j} X_{i,t-j} + \sum_{j} \delta_{i,j} N_{i,j} Y_{i,t-j} + \lambda \sigma_i \]

where: (1) the two N's are an occupation-specific network measure for establishment i at 1998 and 1996, respectively, and whose coefficient reveals the stability of the relation over time; (2) the X's are measures of k antecedent organizational and environmental characteristics whose coefficients reveal the truth-value of the research hypotheses (or are present as control variables, such as size and age); (3) the NX's are product terms whose coefficients indicate whether a dependent network property is conditioned by an interaction between the network and the antecedent organizational and environmental factors; and (4) sigma is a measure controlling for sample-selection bias that may arise because of attrition through organizational death and/or refusal during the two-year panel (Heckman 1979). As with the 1991 NOCS, the results of our analyses will be presented initially at professional conferences and eventually published in both journal article and book form.
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Measuring Densities Based Upon Foci of Activity

Scott L. Feld
Louisiana State University

The "density" of a personal network is the extent to which an actor's associates have social relations with one another. Unfortunately, only a few studies have even attempted to collect information on density of large personal networks, and these have been intensive studies of relatively small numbers of subjects for whom it was practical to collect detailed information from each respondent (e.g. Wellman and Wortley, 1990; Boiselevain, 1974). For large scale survey research, such detail is impractical.

The following set of questions is designed to use theoretical understandings about the nature of networks to reduce the amount of information that must be elicited from respondents in order to provide reasonable estimates of the densities of personal networks.

The present approach derives from the theoretical argument that has been supported by research findings that most associates are drawn from those types of sources that may be reasonably regarded as foci of activity; specifically family, neighborhood, workplace, and church (Feld, 1981,1982; Fischer, 1982; Boiselevain,1974). The nature of focused organization is such that associates who share a focus of activity tend to know one another; i.e. the density among the subset of associates sharing a focus of activity tends to be high. Consequently, the density of a larger set of associates should be a function of the concentration of associates from the same focus source; and the typical relationships between associates from different sources.

For example, if all associates are drawn from the same focus source (e.g. the family), then the density is determined to be nearly perfect. If associates are drawn from two such sources, then the density is primarily determined by the proportion of pairs of associates drawn from the same source, and by the proportion of pairs from different sources who are tied. If there are several sources, then there are more different subsets of connections to consider.

For example, Figure 1 represents a matrix of interrelations of associates who are drawn from four different foci of activity, W, X, Y, and Z. The matrix is subdivided into regions such that w,x,y, and z represent the internal connections within the set associated with each focus, and a,b,c,d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k represent the connections between individuals from pairs of different foci. One could ask respondents a long list of questions corresponding to each of the sections identified; e.g. a) to what extent do your relatives know your neighbors? b)your co-workers? c)your fellow church members? etc. However, the number of different regions in the matrix, and therefore the number of required questions for m foci, is mn(m-1)/2, which increases rapidly with the number of foci; e.g. it is 6 for four different foci, and 10 for five.

Instead, we can recover most of the relevant information by asking a smaller set of questions; specifically, to what extent do your family know your non-family? Your neighbors know your non-neighbors? Etc. These questions do not allow us to determine the extent of connections between each pair of foci, but summarize all of the connections between each focus and the others from all other foci together. That procedure requires only m questions that seem to be easier for respondents to answer. The questions give us the extent of connections for each focus, with the exception of the connections within the focus itself; e.g. for W, the question elicits the connections in the W row (rW) with the exception of the connections within W itself (sW); i.e. rW-sW. Some specific questions that have been used for measuring density based upon the sources of associates in foci of activity (Feld and Begg, 1995) are shown in Figure 2.

Based upon the proportion of associates within a focus who know one another, the density within each focus (D), and the extent of connections of each focus to others (d for each focus, i), and the proportions of associates drawn from each focus (p, for each focus, i), one can calculate the overall density of a person's social network by using the following formula.

\[
D = \sum_{i} [p_{i}D_{i} + p_{i}(1-p_{i})d_{i}]
\]

For calculating an overall measure of density from these data, certain quantitative assumptions need to be made. Specifically, quantitative assumptions need to be made about the density of associates who share each focus of activity, Di, and about the proportions who know others corresponding to "home," "some," "most," "almost all," the di.

Based upon previous research, a reasonable assumption might be that 80% of people within the same focus know each other (Feld, 1982). For proportions who know one another for each

---

1 This expression assumes that density is based upon the relations of all associates to all other associates, including themselves. While it is more meaningful to exclude relationships to self, it makes little difference for large numbers of associates. The expressions are considerably simpler and more comprehensible in this form.
focus, reasonable interpretations of the words "none," "some," "most," and "almost all" might be 0%, 25%, 60%, and 80%.

These quantitative assumptions are necessarily arbitrary, and research is needed to determine the sensitivity of the values of density to the particular quantitative assumptions. Also, research is needed to contrast these measures of density with measures of density derived using other techniques. Preliminary analyses based upon one population sample of approximately 600 cases indicate that the values derived based upon these assumptions were highly correlated with values based upon several other reasonable modifications of these assumptions, and that this approach can be partially validated by correlations with other measures (Feld and Begg, 1995). Nevertheless, more research is needed to refine and validate these measures; this note is intended to stimulate and encourage such research.
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Typically, we don't think of such data as relational, at least not unless we derive from those data a woman-by-woman matrix that records the number of events they attended in common. Then we say the women are linked through these events.

We especially don't think of 2-mode data as relational when the rows are respondents and the columns attributes of the respondents, such as attitude statements which the respondent has been asked to agree or disagree with. These are the much maligned "mainstream" datasets which record data about attributes rather than relations.

Yet there is something special about a network formed by a 2-mode dataset: it is bipartite. The only ties in the network are between node classes; there are no ties within classes. In the Davis et al. data, this means there are no woman-to-woman ties and no event-to-event ties, but there are plenty of woman-to-event ties.

Conceptually, then, there is no problem with thinking of 2-mode data as a (bipartite) network. But how do we actually work with 2-

---

Techniques

Suppose you have a 2-mode data matrix such as the well-known Davis, Gardner & Gardner (1941) women-by-events data, as shown here:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EVELYN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAURA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERESA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPENDE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARLOTTE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANCES</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELEANOR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEARL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUTH</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENICE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLVIA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KATHERINE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYLOTA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELEN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOROTHY</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVIA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLORA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Techniques is a regular column devoted to techniques of data construction, management, interpretation and analysis. Contributions are appreciated.
Figure 1. Adjacency matrix for bipartite network.

|       | EVELYN | LAURA | MARY | FRANCES | ELIZABETH | PEARL | DOROTHY | OLIVIA | FLORA | E1 | E2 | E3 | E4 | E5 | E6 | E7 | E8 | E9 | E10 | E11 | E12 | E13 | E14 |
|-------|--------|-------|------|---------|------------|-------|---------|--------|-------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| E1    | 0      | 0     | 0    | 0       | 0          | 0     | 0       | 0      | 0     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E2    | 1      | 0     | 0    | 0       | 0          | 0     | 0       | 0      | 0     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E3    | 1      | 1     | 0    | 0       | 0          | 0     | 0       | 0      | 0     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E4    | 1      | 1     | 1    | 0       | 0          | 0     | 0       | 0      | 0     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E5    | 1      | 1     | 1    | 1       | 0          | 0     | 0       | 0      | 0     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E6    | 1      | 1     | 1    | 1       | 1          | 0     | 0       | 0      | 0     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E7    | 1      | 1     | 1    | 1       | 1          | 1     | 0       | 0      | 0     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E8    | 1      | 1     | 1    | 1       | 1          | 1     | 1     | 0      | 0     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E9    | 1      | 1     | 1    | 1       | 1          | 1     | 1     | 1     | 0     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E10   | 1      | 1     | 1    | 1       | 1          | 1     | 1     | 1     | 1     | 0  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E11   | 1      | 1     | 1    | 1       | 1          | 1     | 1     | 1     | 1     | 1  | 0  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E12   | 1      | 1     | 1    | 1       | 1          | 1     | 1     | 1     | 1     | 1  | 1  | 0  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E13   | 1      | 1     | 1    | 1       | 1          | 1     | 1     | 1     | 1     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 0  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |
| E14   | 1      | 1     | 1    | 1       | 1          | 1     | 1     | 1     | 1     | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 0  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  | 1  |

5. Merge the event-by-woman matrix with the event-by-event matrix by columns to create an event-by-(woman+event) matrix which represents the bottom half of the desired matrix.

6. Merge the matrix from step 3 with the matrix from step 5 by rows, to create the (woman+event)-(woman+event) matrix that is the adjacency matrix of the bipartite network, as shown in Figure 1.

Once you have this matrix, you can draw it using a standard network drawing program such as KrackPlot (Krackhardt et al., 1994), or run standard analyses such as clique-detection, centrality, etc. A drawing of the network using KrackPlot version 3.0 is shown in Figure 2. (It should be noted that the figure is a screen dump and does not reflect the quality of output that the program is capable of.)

References

A wide variety of work in social science concerns sequences of events or phenomena. This essay reviews concepts of sequence and methods for analyzing sequences. After a brief definitional discussion, I consider sequence literatures from various areas. I then discuss recent methodologies for sequence analysis. I review stepwise approaches like Markovian and event history analysis as well as whole sequence approaches resting on new developments in biology and other fields.


The Behavioral Model of Health Services Use was initially developed over 25 years ago. In the interim it has been subject to considerable application, repurposing, and alteration. I review its development and assess its continued relevance.


Organizational change can be usefully conceptualized in terms of both its process and its content. Process refers to how change occurs. Content describes what actually changes in the organization. Theories and analyses of organizational change seek to explain why organizations change as well as what the consequences are of change. Empirical evidence on both questions is fragmentary and occasionally contradictory. Models that consider both process and content show the greatest potential for resolving this situation. Such models can be used to test social science theories as well as to evaluate programs of organizational change promulgated by consultants and practitioners. Basic organizational theory would be enhanced by greater attention to organizational change.


In the paper some types of equivalences over resemblance measures and some basic results about them are given. Based on induced partial orderings on the set of unordered pairs of units a dissimilarity between two resemblance measures over finite sets of units can be defined. As an example, using this dissimilarity standard association coefficients between binary vectors are compared both theoretically and computationally.


Quality assurance is an institution typical of the global economy in the context of advanced modernity. It decontextualizes economic behavior in time and space (Luhmann, Giddens). An empirical study of the relations between Alcan Canada Ltd. and five subcontracting firms operating in the Saguenay Lac Saint Jean area of Quebec shows that the abstract and extralocal standards of quality assurance transform the subcontractors social processes of selection and performance evaluation. The participation of quality assurance experts in the interfirm relationships lessens the reliance on traditional relationships of trust, in favor of a new trust in abstract systems and expertise.


Earlier work has examined corporate control, enterprise structure, and horizontal concentration within the Canadian economy (Berkowitz et al., 1978/1979). Moderately light change was observed in the number of firms and mappings of firms to standard industrial classification areas during the 15 year period in question. There was a considerable decrease in the number of both single-firm and multiple-firm enterprises over this time period. Mean and median enterprise size (number of firms) had increased, while horizontal integration and therefore (as they have traditionally been calculated) conventional measures of corporate concentration within industrial areas, have remained substantially unchanged except in the case of a few marginal industries. The Gini indices of the number of firms mapped to enterprises are substantially the same for the two years measured. There was, however, considerable significant and economically important change in the Canadian corporate system. This change was entirely structural and involved a considerable reduction in the number, and an increase in the strategic importance of, enterprises.


I introduce this memoir about my academic career by describing the fortuitous incidents involved in my coming to this country and becoming a sociologist. In graduate school my sociological orientation changed under the influence of Merton and Lazarsfeld from grand theories to systematic theory grounded in research. My dissertation was a field study of bureaucracy in terms of Weber’s theory, which led to a book on exchange theory. Next, I collaborated with Duncan on a nationwide study of occupational achievement and mobility, for which I learned regression analysis, reluctantly at first, but later becoming converted to it. During the next decade I conducted a research program on bureaucracy, specifically of quantitative studies of various types of formal organizations, from which I developed a limited organizational theory. The limitation of this theory prompted me to construct a formal macrostructural theory of population structure’s influences on intergroup relations, which was subsequently tested in empirical research on the 125 largest metropolitan areas in the United States.


Reviews of recent research on the transmission of socioeconomic advantage have decried the increasing "narrowness" of the field. This chapter focuses on an alternative proposition, namely, that there is now a large enough body of work seeking fundamentally to recraft the field of social attainment studies that it is
useful to identify commonalities as well as distinctive features. Conceptualization and operationalization of "social structure" in recent stratification research is the point of departure. Special attention is given to contemporary efforts to formulate a new phenomenology of attainment. In light of the many connections that are illuminated when these diverse strands are brought together, it is worthwhile to review them within the same scope and to discuss the prospect that they will form into a single specialty area within sociology.


Family participation in shaping system reforms in children's mental health has increased over the past ten years. In 1990 the National Institute of Mental Health funded the development of 15 statewide advocacy organizations that were to be controlled and staffed by families of children who have serious emotional disorders. These family advocacy organizations had three major goals: to establish support networks, to advocate for service system reforms, and to develop statewide family advocacy networks. Seven family advocacy networks work with sponsoring organizations because they needed assistance and/or could not receive funding directly. State and local chapters of the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill and the National Mental Health Association served in this capacity. Because there were no guidelines to educate sponsoring organizations about their interorganizational roles and responsibilities, staff of some sponsoring organizations used approaches that were supportive and effective, while staff in other organizations used methods that were counterproductive. The information and recommendations discussed in this paper are based on evaluation data and observations of the relationships between seven sponsoring organizations and family advocacy groups over a three-year period. This paper proposes a conceptual framework that includes (1) a clear definition of the sponsoring organization's roles, and (2) an analysis of the advantages, limitations, and critical issues for the sponsoring organization.


In an exploratory study of 25 wives and their husbands we examine the associations of spouses with kin and friends as predictors of four marital qualities: love, maintenance, conflict and ambivalence. For husbands, contact with kin, and especially fathers, is tied to greater marital interdependence and lower conflict. For wives, contact with kin, and especially brothers-in-law, is consistently associated with greater marital distress in the form of lower love for her husband and reports of greater conflict and ambivalence on the part of both spouses. Husbands also report greater conflict and ambivalence when their wives interact frequently with friends. Overall, the findings suggest the effects of kin are heterogeneous, varying substantially by the type of role relation, and that the processes underlying relations with kin are distinctly different for wives and husbands.


The INDSCAL individual differences scaling model is extended by assuming dimensions specific to each stimulus or other object, as well as dimensions common to all stimuli or objects. An "alternating maximum likelihood" procedure is used to seek maximum likelihood estimates of all parameters of this EXSCAL (Extended INDSCAL) model, including parameters of monotone splines assumed in a "quasi-nomnetic" approach. The rationale for and numerical details of this approach are described and discussed, and the resulting EXSCAL method is illustrated on some data on perception of musical timbres.


In The Moral Order, Raoul Naroll outlines five steps in the development of socioctems, a discipline for guiding human affairs. After establishing a set of core values, Naroll shows that Norway does better than other countries in achieving goals based on those values. He also details the theory and evidence for the importance of moralnets in preventing or ameliorating social problems. One inference untested by Naroll is that Norway, a model society with the highest score for social well-being, has strong moralnets (moral networks). This article argues that Norway's numerous voluntary organizations and networks of ideologically homogeneous organizations are often linked in networks that have all of the characteristics that Naroll attributed to moralnets. Data from community case studies in Norway fit Naroll's moralnet theory better than they fit the competing theory of structural limitation of conflicts through cross-cutting ties.


This is a review of recent research on world-systems and studies that compare the contemporary global system with earlier, smaller interregional systems. Research on the cycles and secular trends found in the modern world-system is discussed at length. This includes an examination of economic cycles of various lengths as well as their links with broader cycles like the rise and fall of hegemonic core powers, international financial crises, and the cycle of global war. We also survey recent studies of core-periphery hierarchy.


Early arguments over the "culture of poverty" assumed considerable intergenerational transmission of poverty but differed over whether this was due to cultural inadequacies of the poor or to structural barriers and discrimination faced by the poor. These arguments subsided by the 1970s when quantitative social stratification studies such as Blau & Duncan (1967) found that intergenerational socioeconomic mobility was considerable and that there was little evidence for a "vicious cycle of poverty." In the 1980s the issue of intergenerational poverty reemerged when research on new longitudinal datasets suggested that both intragenerational and intergenerational poverty were more persistent than analyses based on cross-sectional data had suggested. Four new theoretical perspectives were developed to explain intergenerational poverty: the resources model, the correlated disadvantages model, the welfare culture model, and Wilson's (1987) underclass model. This review summarizes and evaluates recent empirical research on the extent to which being raised in poor families, in non-intact families, in welfare-dependent families, and/or in underclass neighborhoods facilitates or hinders children's adult attainments. The review assesses how well each of the four new models are supported by this research.

Has international monetary integration undermined monetary sovereignty? In this paper, a sociological approach is taken towards two of the major conditions which are reputed to have contributed to the erosion of monetary sovereignty: financial deregulation and the growth of offshore markets. In the first section, the reconstruction of international monetary and financial networks is examined with particular reference to Japan, Germany and Britain. The concept of deregulation is questioned as a description of the regulatory changes which took place in these financial centers during the 1980s. In the second section, this argument is extended in an examination of the development of offshore markets during the past thirty years. These markets have relied upon substantial government encouragement, in addition to a high proportion of sovereign funds, in order to expand at the rate that they have: any perceived threat to monetary sovereignty posed by such markets must therefore be treated with caution. In the concluding section, the implications of monetary integration for two so-called ‘boundaries’ within contemporary sociology — between geopolitics and international markets, on the one hand, and economy and society, on the other — are outlined, both in the context of debates over monetary sovereignty and in the light of arguments about the ‘embeddedness’ of economic action in recent sociological approaches to economic life.


This paper surveys research on the size of the undocumented immigrant population in the United States, the causes and consequences of illegal immigrant flows, public attitudes toward unauthorized migrants, and the history of attempts to control the volume of undocumented migration. It concludes that there are powerful push and pull factors that create and sustain the volume of unauthorized migration, that there is little evidence that undocumented migrants have negative labor market consequences despite what the general public thinks, that US policy has been largely powerless to make a permanent dent in undocumented immigration, and that the current level of clandestine US immigration may not be far from what society might view as socially optimal.


For much of the postwar period in the United States, sociological research on class consciousness has tended to be limited to and by survey methods, with the result that class consciousness has been viewed as a static, individualized phenomenon, abstracted from social action and the context of class practices. However, in recent years a body of work has developed, often based upon the concept of class formation rather than the ideologically bound concept of class consciousness, that holds more promise. By drawing upon historical, ethnographic, and participant observation techniques, this work challenges conventional approaches and points toward promising new directions for future research. This article reviews recent examples of sociological research that has sought to ground consciousness in cultural practices, in collective action, and in forms of social organization.


This research investigates the extent to which a quality that initially attracts one person to another in a romantic relationship is a positive dimension of the same overall characteristic that leads to subsequent disaffection — i.e. a 'fatal attraction'. Three hundred and one college women and men were asked to think of the most recent romantic relationship they had that ended, and to list qualities that first attracted them to that partner and characteristics they later 'lost liked' about that partner. Results indicate that there were approximately 88 instances (in 29.2% of the breakups) of what appeared to be 'fatal attractions'. Certain types of characteristics, such as exciting and different, were also more likely to be 'fatal' than others. Additional findings point to sex differences in attracting qualities, with, for example, males reporting significantly more qualities than females in the Physical category. Implications of the results for dialectical relationship theories are discussed.


Most sociological perspectives suggest that personal relations are shaped by broad societal structures, but there is relatively little systematic cross-national research on social networks. We replicated Fischer's (1982) study of northern Californians' networks in the Haifa, Israel, region. Results suggest that, in many respects, the networks did not differ much. Israelis, however, had networks that were denser than the Americans' networks — and denser than networks reported from elsewhere, too. While we cannot conclusively account for this difference, it probably reflects the differences between Israeli group orientation and American individualism.


The study of corporate governance has expanded both its theoretical and its empirical scope. We define governance broadly to include the social organization of firms and their relations to their suppliers, customers, competitors, and states. This review examines both economic and sociological theories to evaluate their efficacy at accounting for the comparative data on firms. Our review of the comparative literature suggests that there is no evidence of convergence across societies toward a single form of governance, and that this is mainly a function of three factors: the timing of entry into industrialization and the institutionalization of that process, the role of states in regulating property rights and rules of cooperation and competition between firms, and the social organization of national elites. The theories that function best are those that consider political, institutional, and evolutionary factors as causal. This is a cautious conclusion as many of the theories have not been evaluated because of the difficulty in producing comparative measures.


This paper reviews various theoretical perspectives on organizational change which have been and could be applied to medical organizations. These perspectives are discussed as both filters influencing our observations (research) and mirrors of the shifting dynamics of delivery system reform (policy). We conclude with an examination of how such theories can provide useful insights into our rapidly changing health care system.


Cohesive subgroups have always represented an important construct for sociologists who study individuals and organizations. In this
article, I apply recent advances in the statistical modeling of social network data to the task of identifying cohesive subgroups from social network data. Further, through simulated data, I describe a process for obtaining the probability that a given sample of data could have been obtained from a vertex in which actors were no more likely to engage in interaction with subgroup members than with members of other subgroups. I obtain the probability for a specific data set, and then, through further simulations, develop a model which can be applied to future data sets. Also through simulated data, I characterize the extent to which a simple full-climbing algorithm recovers known subgroup memberships. I apply the algorithm to data indicating the extent of professional discussion among teachers in a high school, and I show the relationship between membership in cohesive subgroups and teachers’ orientations towards teaching.


We explore how humans solve some problems of living in a social world. In particular, we focus on the ability to see affiliation or alliance patterns in social communities. We draw on data from two naturalistic studies in which subjects were observed interacting and required to reveal their perceptions of the patterning of that interaction. In both cases, the observed interaction patterns and the subjects’ reports correspond closely. But in both cases, subjects are shown to simplify and exaggerate the observed patterning. Individual subjects, moreover, appear able to reveal more details about interaction patterns among those with whom they interact frequently, while they gloss over details involving interaction among others with whom their own interaction is infrequent.


In most societies, there is an ongoing contest over who is the "we," to whom specific moral obligations apply, and who is the "they," to whom they do not. This paper explores and contrasts the most blatant forms of active exclusion, which includes genocide, and indirect exclusion, which is characterized by subtle forms of exclusion through social invisibility. In genocide, the targeted groups are not simply excluded from life integrity rights, but offenses against them are explicitly encouraged, rewarded, and sanctioned by the regime. In indirect exclusion, the exclusion is implicit in cultural and institutional practices and is often unintentional. I examine the difficulties and dilemmas involved in resisting and preventing active exclusion and in challenging the cultural codes that maintain indirect exclusion.


One of the thorniest aspects of cluster analysis continues to be the weighting and selection of variables. This paper reports on the performance of nine methods on eight of the "leading case" simulated and real sets of data. The results demonstrate shortcomings of weighting based on the standard deviation or range as well as other more complex schemes in the literature. Weighting schemes that are based upon carefully chosen estimates of within-cluster and between-cluster variability are generally more effective. These estimates do not require knowledge of the cluster structure. Additional research is essential: worry-free approaches do not yet exist.


The majorization method for multidimensional scaling with Kruskal’s STRESS has been limited to Euclidean distances only. Here we extend the majorization algorithm to deal with Minkowski distances with 1 ≤ p ≥ 2 and suggest an algorithm that is partially based on majorization for p outside this range. We give some convergence proofs and extend the zero distance theorem of De Leeuw (1984) to Minkowski distances with p > 1.


The classic concept of centrality discovered by Camille Jordan in the 19th century is introduced as a model for social network analysis. It is generalized to include the path center of a graph and illustrated with an application to two island networks in Oceania. It is shown to be a necessary addition to the concepts of degree, closeness and betweenness centrality as distinguished by Freeman.


Although several accounts of elementary relational forms have been proposed, little empirical research has attempted to test, refine and compare them. Such research can strengthen claims that there are relational universals, and can provide a unifying framework and conceptual currency for further study. In the present study, the factor structure of 500 social relationships sampled from 50 undergraduate subjects was examined using items representing relational forms proposed by Fiske (1991) and Foà & Foà (1974). The results are interpreted in light of their implications for the internal organization of the two theories, the interrelations of the two theories, and the relations of both theories to common dimensions of social relationships. It is argued that theories of the basic forms of social relationship must be revised in light of the empirical associations of their elements, and that the time is now ripe for confirmatory tests of these forms.


The analysis of the British corporate elite has been concerned with three issues. One is the relationship of ownership and control, a second is the cohesion of the upper or capitalist class, the third is the linkage between the corporate and political elites. The practical difficulties of investigating elites has restricted the information that can be collected and thus the range of researchable issues. This paper derives from an interview-based investigation among directors of major British companies and concentrates on a fourth set of issues, namely how a board of directors works as a social institution. The central activity of the corporate elite is its boardroom role and the organizational sociology of boards is a major missing link in existing analyses. The paper describes what directors do, the patterns of influence and the checks and balances within the boardroom, and the responsiveness of boards to shareholders. It discusses relevant features of directors' ideologies and world views. The analysis highlights the influence of the executive, notably the chief executive. Major shareholders are publicly committed to a more effective use of their powers of ownership and one mechanism is the reform of corporate governance, in particular an enhanced role for independent non-executive directors, in order to safeguard their interests and prevent undue executive domination of boards. This research suggests that an established boardroom culture may limit the effectiveness of the checks and balances that non-executive directors can provide.

This paper presents the results of a comparative study of interorganizational networks, or systems, of mental health delivery in four U.S. cities, leading to a preliminary theory of network effectiveness. Extensive data were collected from surveys, interviews, documents, and observations. Network effectiveness was assessed by collating and aggregating data on outcomes from samples of clients, their families, and their case managers at each site. Results of analyses of both quantitative and qualitative data collected at the individual, organizational, and network levels of analysis showed that network effectiveness could be explained by various structural and contextual factors, specifically, network integration, external control, system stability, and environmental resource munificence. Based on the findings, we develop testable propositions to guide theory development and future research on network effectiveness.


Differential exposure and vulnerability to social roles and role characteristics have been suggested as accounts for gender differences in well-being. This paper proposes a refinement of these models that incorporates the indirect effect of roles through intervening social and psychological resources. These reformulated models provide the framework for an analysis of gender differences in the psychological consequences of work that estimates the direct and indirect effects of two job conditions, control and complexity, on two dimensions of well-being. Results reveal patterns of differential exposure, but also suggest some gender differences in the intervening variables through which work conditions influence well-being. These differences occur primarily in the proximate effects of self-esteem and social integration on distress and happiness.


The aim of this chapter is to present a method for scaling judged similarity judgments, among items in a semantic domain, from many subjects into a single representation. We present a single spatial representation that contains scaled information on where each of 125 subjects locates 21 animals. Data were collected from subjects using two formats, namely triadic comparisons and paired comparison ratings. The method serves three main purposes. First, it enables one to comprehend and examine very large data sets that would otherwise not be accessible in a single coherent view. Second, it allows one to describe and test comparisons among individuals and subgroups. Third, it provides an optimally aggregated representation that can be used to predict cognitive behaviors that relate to cognitive structure.


Researchers in social networks are becoming increasingly interested in how networks evolve over time. There are theories that bear on the evolution of networks, but virtually no statistical methodology which supports the comparative evaluation of these theories. In this paper, we present explicit probability models for networks that change over time, covering a range of simple but significant qualitative behavior. Maximum likelihood estimates of model parameters which describe the rate of change of the network are derived, and some of their sampling properties are elucidated. To calculate these estimates the researcher must have measurements upon the trajectory of a network - these are the values of the network at successive time points. We also describe goodness-of-fit tests for assessing model adequacy, and use Newcomb's data set to illustrate the methodology.


The sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK) is one of the profession's most marginal specialties, yet its objects of inquiry, its modes of inquiry, and certain of its findings have very substantial bearing upon the nature and scope of the sociological enterprise in general. While traditional sociology of knowledge asked how, and to what extent, "social factors" might influence the products of the mind, SSK sought to show that knowledge was constitutively social, and in so doing, it raised fundamental questions about taken-for-granted divisions between "social versus cognitive, or natural, factors." This piece traces the historical development of the sociology of scientific knowledge and its relations with sociology and cultural inquiry as a whole. It identifies dominant "localist" sensibilities in SSK and the consequent problem it now confronts of how scientific knowledge travels. Finally, it describes several strands of criticism of SSK that have emerged from among its own practitioners, noting the ways in which some criticisms can be seen as a revival of old aspirations toward privileged meta-languages.


Using three data sources we explore the effects of the quantity and quality of potential new marital partners available in local marriage markets on the risk of marital dissolution. Data from the National Survey of Families and Households demonstrate that, among recently-divorced men and women, a substantial percentage had been romantically involved with someone other than their spouse prior to divorcing. Merging microlevel data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth with aggregated Public Use Microdata from the 1980 U.S. Census, we examine the impact of marriage market characteristics and other contextual variables on the risk of marital dissolution, net of individual-level predictors. Proportional hazards models reveal that, among non-Hispanic Whites, the risk of dissolution is highest where either wives or husbands encounter an abundance of spousal alternatives. Increased labor force participation among unmarried women and high geographic mobility rates in the local area also increase marital instability. Our results suggest that many spousal alternatives remain open to alternative relationships even while married, and that the supply of spousal alternatives in the local marriage market significantly increases the risk of marital dissolution.


The study uses a sample of 97 new members of a mutual-help organization for the seriously mentally ill and 97 of their significant others (61 family members and 36 friends) to examine 1) the degree to which respondents' perceptions of dyadic relationships can be corroborated by network members and 2) the relationship of congruence of perception between respondent-network member pairs, characteristics of respondents' social networks and self-reported symptoms and social
Nevertheless, against the managerialist view that executives pursue their own objectives with little regard to the interests of owners, there is evidence of much more ownership constraint than has been recognized to date. Moreover, this constraint is growing.


This paper explores the application of two contemporary computational methods to the development of sociological theory. Specifically, we combine the methods of object-oriented representation with discrete event simulation. This approach has several advantages for constructing and evaluating dynamic social theories.

In object-oriented program design, objects combine and integrate the traditional concepts of data structures and algorithms, the building blocks of structured programming. Algorithms associated with objects are called methods or member functions. Constructing social actors as objects involves defining both their data attributes and the methods associated with these attributes. We also treat a social network as a computational object. It has data types of nodes and ties. As an object, the network must include a method that adds and deletes nodes and ties. Once a network exists, we can create other data types and methods that describe and analyze the network. For example, networks have in-degree and out-degree vectors, and measures of hierarchy. In principle, we can create attributes of networks for all of the structural measures we use to describe networks. We use actor and network objects in a discrete event simulation of a process of formation of dominance structures, exploring several dynamic variations of the underlying theoretical model.


This study examines the amount of knowledge people have about each other's personality traits. The personality characteristics investigated are: intelligence, assertiveness, likableness, and physical attractiveness. Rank-order data were collected from members of a college sorority. Each member ranked a subset of 20 well-known senior members on each characteristic. Consensus analysis (Romney, Weiler, and Batchelder 1986; Romney, Batchelder, and Weiler 1987) was used to produce the sorority's consensual answers as well as to estimate how much each subject knew about the overall ranking of the characteristic. The analysis revealed that the subjects shared judgements about the personalities of the twenty rankies. External validity measures for intelligence (grades and aptitude test scores) and physical attractiveness (rankings of photographs by strangers) validated the accuracy of the women's rankings. Rate accuracy was lowest with the newest sorority members who did not yet know the rankies well. Implications for trait psychology and the systematic distortion hypothesis are discussed.


Relationship researchers regularly gather data from both members of the dyad, and these two scores are likely to be correlated. This nonindependence of observations can bias p values in significance testing, as the degree of interdependence is presented. Correction factors based on the degree of interdependence, design type, and the number of dyads are used to adjust the F statistic and its degrees of freedom to produce a corrected p value. Bias depends on the type of design and the degree of nonindependence, while the number of dyads in the study ordinarily has only a small effect on bias. Various strategies for controlling for nonindependence are briefly reviewed.


The purpose of the present study was to examine similarity in demographic, behavioral, academic and social attributes as descriptors and predictors of children's friendships. The characteristics of all possible pairs of unique classroom dyads (N = 4725) were used to predict reciprocated school, home and best friendship choices among 554 third (M = 9.38 years old) and fourth (M = 10.47 years old) graders. Peer reports of aggressive and withdrawn behavior and socioeconomic status, teacher reports of poverty, and archival reports of sex, race and academic achievement were obtained. The main finding was that as similarity increased, the likelihood of being friends also increased. Specifically, patterns of gender, race, poverty, aggression, withdrawn behavior, achievement and sociometric status between dyad members were descriptive and predictive of children's friendships.


A theoretical framework that delineates the relationships between work and family roles and psychological well-being is derived from U.S. research and utilized to examine the relationships of work and family stress with psychological well-being in urban China. Data from a sample of 733 married and employed individuals in urban Shanghai confirm the general model of the link between work and family stress and psychological distress. Due to the centrality of work roles for the Chinese, work stress exerts a stronger relationship on psychological well-being than does family stress. Furthermore, the Chinese are more vulnerable to stress arising from interpersonal conflicts than from role demands. In addition, gender differences are found in the relationships between role stress and distress. Women tend to experience more family demands than men. Women's mental health status is tied similarly to stress arising from work and family roles, whereas men are more vulnerable to work stress than family stress. However, Chinese women do not report significantly greater generalized distress than men.


Science is an institution with immense inequality in career attainments. Women and most minorities, as groups, have lower levels of participation, position, productivity, and recognition than do white men. Research in the sociology of science has focused on the degree to which different outcomes have resulted from universalistic and from particularistic processes. In this paper we 1) depict the career attainments of women and minorities in science; 2) consider the meaning and measurement of universalism compared to particularism. 3) analyze the causes of differential attainment with a view to assessing evidence for violations of universalism, 4) propose conditions under which particularism is likely to occur, and 5) consider methodological problems that affect this research.

There is increasing sociological interest in formal models of action driven by a calculus of expected utility. We believe these efforts to extend microeconomic models to extraeconomic exchange can benefit from specification of societal constraints on individual choice. One type of constraint locates the actor in an evolving network of social ties that limit opportunities for exchange. Another approach assumes that choices are influenced by unintended outcomes that operate behind the backs of the actors. Considerable progress has been made in the past two years incorporating social structure and unintended consequences into formal models based on individual choice optimization. We critically examine leading contributions to network exchange theory (part 1) and evolutionary models of collective action (part 2), and assess how these and related developments may shape the future of rational choice theory and its place within sociology.


Over the last two decades, many social scientists have argued that the stable class politics of industrial capitalism is giving way to newer types of social and attitudinal cleavages. Some scholars have gone further to assert what they see as significant declines in the anchorings provided by class with the rise of new political movements, parties, and even politicians standing for office completely outside traditional party systems. Advances in class theory and statistical methods coupled with the availability of high quality data have led others to reexamine the issue. They have suggested that these arguments reflect a misreading of the empirical evidence and/or exaggerate the significance of these developments. We conclude that despite the absence of a clear consensus in the field, theories asserting a universal process of class dealignment are not supported.


This study describes stress as derived from minority status and explores its effect on psychological distress in gay men. The concept of minority stress is based on the premise that gay people in a heterosexual society are subjected to chronic stress related to their stigmatization. Minority stressors were conceptualized as internalized homophobia, which relates to gay men's direction of societal negative attitudes toward the self, stigma, which relates to expectations of rejection and discrimination; and actual experiences of discrimination and violence. The mental health effects of the three minority stressors were tested in a community sample of 741 New York City gay men. The results supported minority stress hypotheses: each of the stressors had a significant independent association with a variety of mental health measures. Odds ratios suggest that men who had high levels of minority stress were twice to three times as likely to suffer also from high levels of distress.


The Easterlin effect posits cyclical changes in demographic and social behavior as the result of fluctuations in birth rates and cohort size during the post-World War II period. Large cohort size reduces the economic opportunities of its members and reduces income relative to smaller parental generations. Low relative economic status in turn leads to lower fertility, higher rates of female labor force participation, later marriage, higher divorce and illegitimacy, and increasing homicide, suicide, and alienation. Cycles in birth rates and cohort size suggest that the small baby bust cohorts entering adulthood in the 1990s will enjoy higher relative income, more traditional family structures, and lower levels of social disorganization.

Of interest to economists and sociologists, the Easterlin effect has generated a large literature in the several decades since it was first proposed. Our review of the empirical studies notes the diversity of support across behaviors, time periods, and regions. Up to 1980, changes in wages, fertility, and social attitudes suggest that the Easterlin effect was a reconstruction of the social contract between society and medicine. While sociology stands as one of the earliest social sciences to systematically study the health care arena and a health-focused subfield, there is a perception, not without support, of a desertion of identity from within, an encroachment by other areas from without, and abandonment by the parent discipline. We argue that these situations in medical arenas and the health care arena, and in research fields require serious rethinking. The key lies in understanding how these phenomena are related to each other and to large social forces, and how they offer opportunities, rather than signal limitations, to medical sociologists. We turn to the theoretical tools of sociology to help unravel the complicated challenges those both policy makers and researchers. After framing these issues in a sociology of knowledge perspective, we use the case of "utilization theory" to illustrate the connections between society and systems of care (as well as studies of them) and to create a future agenda. We end by raising three basic questions: (1) Why is a sociological perspective critical to the understanding of change and reform in health care? (2) Why is medical sociology critical to the survival of the general sociological enterprise? and (3) Why is general sociology critical to the research agenda in medical sociology?

This paper presents the results of a comparative study of interorganizational networks, or systems, of mental health delivery in four U.S. cities, leading to a preliminary theory of network effectiveness. Extensive data were collected from surveys, interviews, documents, and observations. Network effectiveness was assessed by collecting and aggregating data on outcomes from samples of clients, their families, and their case managers at each site. Results of analyses of both quantitative and qualitative data collected at the individual, organizational, and network levels of analysis showed that network effectiveness could be explained by various structural and contextual factors, specifically, network integration, external control, system stability, and environmental resource sufficiency. Based on the findings, we develop testable propositions to guide theory development and future research on network effectiveness.


Differential exposure and vulnerability to social roles and role characteristics have been suggested as accounts for gender differences in well-being. This paper proposes a refinement of these models that incorporates the indirect effect of roles through intervening social and psychological resources. These reformulated models provide the framework for an analysis of gender differences in the psychological consequences of work that estimates the direct and indirect effects of two job conditions, control and complexity, on two dimensions of well-being. Results reveal patterns of differential exposure, but also suggest some gender differences in the intervening variables through which work conditions influence well-being. These differences occur primarily in the proximate effects of self-esteem and social integration on distress and happiness.


The aim of this chapter is to present a method for scaling judged similarity judgments, among items in a semantic domain, from many subjects into a single representation. We present a single spatial representation that contains scaled information on where each of 125 subjects locates 21 animals. Data were collected from subjects using two formats, namely triadic comparisons and paired alternative comparison ratings. The method serves three main purposes. First, it enables one to comprehend and examine very large data sets that would otherwise not be accessible in a single coherent view. Second, it allows one to describe and test comparisons among individuals and subgroups. Third, it provides an optimally aggregated representation that can be used to predict cognitive behaviors that relate to cognitive structure.


Researchers in social networks are becoming increasingly interested in how networks evolve over time. There are theories that bear on the evolution of networks, but virtually no statistical methodology which supports the comparative evaluation of these theories. In this paper, we present explicit probability models for networks that change over time, covering a range of simple but significant qualitative behavior. Maximum likelihood estimates of model parameters which describe the rate of change of the network are derived, and some of their sampling properties are elucidated. To calculate these estimates the researcher must have measurements upon the trajectory of a network - these are the values of the network at successive time points. We also describe goodness-of-fit tests for assessing model adequacy, and use Newcomb's data set to illustrate the methodology.


The sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK) is one of the profession's most marginal specialties, yet its objects of inquiry, its modes of inquiry, and certain of its findings have very substantial bearing upon the nature and scope of the sociological enterprise in general. While traditional sociology of knowledge asked how, and to what extent, "social factors" might influence the products of the mind, SSK sought to show that knowledge was constitutively social, and in so doing, it raised fundamental questions about taken-for-granted divisions between "social versus cognitive, or natural, factors." This piece traces the historical development of the sociology of scientific knowledge and its relations with sociology and cultural inquiry as a whole. It identifies dominant "localist" sensibilities in SSK and the consequent problem it now confronts of how scientific knowledge travels. Finally, it describes several strands of criticism of SSK that have emerged from among its own practitioners, noting the ways in which some criticisms can be seen as a revival of old aspirations toward privileged meta-languages.


Using three data sources we explore the effects of the quantity and quality of potential new marital partners available in local marriage markets on the risk of marital dissolution. Data from the National Survey of Families and Households demonstrate that, among recently-divorced men and women, a substantial percentage had been romantically involved with someone other than their spouse prior to divorcing. Merging microlevel data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth with aggregated Public Use Microdata from the 1980 U.S. Census, we examine the impact of marriage market characteristics and other contextual variables on the risk of marital dissolution, net of individual predictors. Proportional hazards models reveal that, among non-Hispanic Whites, the risk of dissolution is highest where either wives or husbands encounter an abundance of spousal alternatives. Increased labor force participation among unmarried women and high geographic mobility rates in the local area also increase marital instability. Our results suggest that many persons remain open to alternative relationships even while married, and that the supply of spousal alternatives in the local marriage market significantly increases the risk of marital dissolution.


The study uses a sample of 97 new members of a mutual-help organization for the seriously mentally ill and 97 of their significant others (61 family members and 36 friends) to examine 1) the degree to which respondents' perceptions of dyadic relationships can be corroborated by network members and 2) the relationship of congruence of perception between respondent-network member pairs. A characteristics of respondents' social networks and self-reported symptoms and social
adjustment. Results showed strong variability in the degree to which respondents' perceptions were corroborated by network members, with a higher degree of corroboration for factual information such as face-to-face contact than for global aspects of dyadic relationships. Congruence of perception between respondents and family was associated with respondents' feelings of satisfaction about the quality of network ties and better psychological and social functioning. In contrast, congruence of perception between respondents and friends was related to a sense of involvement from one network, but not to respondents' mental health. The advantages of multiple perspectives in studying the social ties of people with psychiatric disability are discussed.


This paper examines a structural theory of industrial organization and operation. The analytical approach taken is largely based on the premise that industry is embedded in the social structure of market competition. Moreover, imperfect competition and industrial resource dependence are composed of and reflected in interindustrial transaction patterns. Using network models of imperfect competition, this study explains the determinants of Israeli industrial performance. The structural equivalence as a diagnostic tool. In the second part structural determinants of industrial profitability are estimated. Profitability is predicted by the degree of control an industry has over its domestic transactions and its linkage to the world economy. Implications of this study for the theoretical models of social competition and for an empirical analysis of markets and firms are discussed.


This paper examines the determinants of government support to Israeli industries, linking market power to political power. The analytical approach taken is largely based on the premise that industry is embedded in the social structure of market competition. Moreover, industry market strength is related to the level of control over its transactions and is a function of imperfect interindustrial competition for scarce resources. Network models of imperfect competition provide a precise operationalization of such an approach. Crucial also to the analysis is that industry's position is embedded in the political organization of the economy. Industry's political strength depends on its access to the political center. Direct access to the political core enables industry to mobilize resources for its benefit. In Israel, political ownership of economic organizations provides direct access to the political core. Following this logic and analyzing national accounts statistics, I show that industry's structural position and its degree of political ownership explain the level of direct subsidies granted to producers by the state. Implications for future research on social competition are discussed.


I examine the psychological impact of negative and positive events in roles that individuals view as salient or important for self-conception. Events in highly salient role-identity domains (identity-threatening and identity-enhancing events) should have greater effects on symptoms than those in less salient domains. Data come from interviews with a stratified two-wave panel sample of 532 married and divorced urban adults. Contrary to expectations, the influences of events on changes in psychological distress and alcohol/drug use were not dependent on the importance of the role-identity to the individual. Exploratory qualitative analyses suggested several reasons why. I reformulate the identity-relevant stress hypothesis in light of these observations, and argue that contextual details about events are required to test the revised hypothesis adequately. The complex influences of stressors on perceptions of identity salience need further examination as well.


I review existing knowledge, unanswered questions, and new directions in research on stress, coping resource, coping strategies, and social support processes. New directions in research on stressors include examining the differing impacts of stress across a range of physical and mental health outcomes, the "carry-over" of stress from one role domain or stage of life into another, the benefits derived from negative experiences, and the determinants of the meaning of stressors. Although a sense of personal control and perceived social support influence health and mental health both directly and as stress buffers, the theoretical mechanisms through which they do so still require elaboration and testing. New work suggests that coping flexibility and structural constraints on individuals' coping efforts may be important to pursue. Promising new directions in social support research include studies of the negative effects of social relationships and of support giving, mutual coping and support giving dynamics, optimal "matches" between individuals' needs and support received, and properties of groups which can provide a sense of social support. Qualitative comparative analysis, optimal matching analysis, and event-structure analysis are new techniques which may help advance research in these broad topic areas. To enhance the effectiveness of coping and social support interventions, intervening mechanisms need to be better understood. Nevertheless, the policy implications of stress research are clear and are important given current interest in health care reform in the United States.


Using the LEXINET and LEXIMAPPE computer programs for cognitive mapping and scientometric analysis, two of the authors have previously published a strategic diagram based on the analysis of the 290 last research articles (all of 1989 and part of 1990) on AIDS in the Sociological Abstracts database covering 1980 to 1990 (K. M. van Meter and W. A. Turner, *Current Sociology*, 1992, 40, 3, 123-134).
Inequality in the United States. Annual Review of Sociology. 21:419-446.

This review examines research about current levels and recent changes in ethnic and racial stratification in the United States. Research on ethnic inequality emphasizes that economic stagnation and restructuring are troubling impediments to progress toward equality, and it shows evidence that employers may still use racial and ethnic queues in hiring. A number of issues arise with respect to the incorporation of the new waves of immigrants who have arrived since immigration law reform in 1965. We discuss patterns of adaptation of new immigrants, including available evidence on the ethnic enclave economy and substitution in the labor market of immigrants for native minorities. We summarize new theories and hypotheses about the fate of the children of recent immigrants, and we point to topics in this area needing further research.


Sociologists of emotion have examined the ways that workers are required to manage their emotions on the job, while studies of family emotion work reveal the effort involved in providing emotional support at home. Analyzing data collected from married or cohabiting women hospital workers, we examine the relations between women's job-related well-being. Consistent with "scarcity" views of women's emotional energy, we find that performance of family emotion work has negative consequences for women's job-related well-being. Consistent with "expansion" perspectives, however, women who perform some emotional labor on the job are more likely than other women to perform family emotion work. Our findings support a view that incorporates elements of both scarcity and expansion perspectives. We conclude that the job-related well-being of women hospital workers is less influenced by performance of emotional labor at work that it is by women's and their partners' involvement in family emotion work.


The study examines the relationships between quality of a friendship at work and job satisfaction. Faculty and staff (N = 722) at two universities completed measures of the qualities of their best friendships at work and of job satisfaction. Multiple regressions for faculty and staff and for subjects whose best friend was a peer, supervisor or subordinate revealed that the quality of one's best friendship in the workplace is predictive of job satisfaction. A negative aspect of friendship, maintenance difficulty, was related to lower job satisfaction for staff (but not faculty) and for workers whose best friend at work was a peer or supervisor. Wishing to spend free time with a best friend at work (voluntary interdependence) and an exchange orientation toward the friend were also negatively related to aspects of job satisfaction. The relationships between feelings about one's best friend at work and feelings about one's job are discussed.


This study focuses on the voting matrix of the yearly song festival, the Eurovision Song Contest. It analyzes the cohesive bonds among the participating nations and studies the positional equivalences in taste. The cohesion of each Bloc is based on different sentiments and interests. The Western Bloc can be viewed as a coalition based on historical and political interests. The Northern Block draws its solidarity from common cultural and primordial linguistic codes (i.e. German). The diffuse Mediterranean Bloc probably achieves its unstable alliance from common cultural experiences. In contrast, the structural equivalence analysis— which focuses on taste as revealed by similar patterns of voting—portrays a more diffuse structure, interpreted as 'islands of taste'; these are dispersed in line with cultural and linguistic cleavages. The implications of these findings are discussed.


The article is an extension to Zeggelink's (1984) which introduced the individual-oriented approach to model the evolution of networks. In this approach, the dynamics of friendship network structures are considered as a result of individual choices with regard to friendship relationships. Individuals have specific characteristics and behavioral rules. The previous model was based solely on individuals' different needs for social contact. In the model presented here, we introduce another important determinant of friendship formation: preferences for similar friends. The amount of heterogeneity of the distribution of individual characteristics on which this similarity is based thus becomes important. In contrast to most existing dynamic social network models, this aspect of heterogeneity, as well as dependence of dyads, can be easily dealt with. We examine how individual characteristics and preferences (individual attributes at the micro level) with respect to prospective friendship relations interact and aggregate to outcomes at the macro level: the network structure.
Books


This study examines the network of relationships of a community in Colombo City, Sri Lanka, within which the people adopt their behavior in five arenas of activity: politics, kinship, ethnicity and religion, neighborhood involvement and mobility. These provide the keys for understanding urban life in South Asia.

Contents: Introduction; Growth of the Capital City and the Socio-Economic Setting of the Community; Resource Structure of the Community; Migration and Kinship; The Neighborhood Relationship; Political Behavior; Community Conflicts and Politics; Religion and Politics; Behavioral Manifestations; Patterns of Mobility and Community Integration; Conclusion.


Fractal Cities is a study of the development and use of fractal geometry for understanding and planning the physical form of cities, showing how this geometry enables cities to be simulated through computer graphics. It shows how cities evolve and grow in ways that at first sight appear irregular, but which, when understood in terms of fractals, illustrate an underlying order that reveals their complexity and diversity.

The book contains sixteen pages of computer graphics and explanations of how to construct them as well as new insights into the complexity of social systems. The authors provide an intelligible and gentle introduction to fractal geometry as well as an exciting visual understanding of the form of cities, thus providing one of the best introductions to fractal geometry available for non-mathematicians and social scientists.

Fractal Cities can be used as a text for courses on geographic information systems, urban geography, regional science and fractal geometry. Planners and architects will also find that there are many aspects of fractal geometry in this book relevant to their own interests. Furthermore, those involved in fractals and chaos, computer graphics and systems theory will find important methods and examples which are germane to their work.


In this authoritative study, Michael Bloor provides a lucid overview of the vital contribution sociology has and is making in the study of HIV transmission. He examines the epidemiology of the HIV epidemic in its different manifestations in the developing world and in the West, looking at sex tourism, prostitution, intravenous drug users, hemophiliacs and transfusion recipients, and heterosexual and homosexual transmission. Bloor goes on to look at reports of sociological studies of risk behavior with men who have sex with men, syringe sharing, and risk behavior in heterosexual males and females. These studies are then used to critically examine the different theoretical models of risk behavior and consider their implications for disease prevention.


Philippe Bourdieu, an anthropologist, spent five years living among crack dealers in East Harlem, one of the roughest and most famous Manhattan neighborhoods in the United States. He built deep, long-term friendships with street-level drug dealers and observed, tape-recorded, and photographed every facet of their lives. In Theoretical Practice he considers the brutal poetry of street language as these residents of the barrio struggle with poverty, social marginalization, and substance abuse. It documents the full range of human emotion and experience on the street - from genuine attempts to work legally and foster supportive families to the cruelty of domestic violence, adolescent gang rape, and incarceration.

Bourgeois argues that a cultural struggle for respect has led some residents of “El Barrio” away from the legal job market and into a downward spiral of crime and poverty. Far from operating in an irrational inner-world of society, the people Bourdieu interviewed have been attracted to the multi-billion-dollar drug economy because they deeply believe in the American Dream.


What is chaos? How can it be measured? How are the models estimated? What is catastrophe? How is it modeled? How are the models estimated? These questions are the focus of this volume.

Following an explanation of the differences between deterministic and probabilistic models, Courtney Brown introduces the reader to chaotic dynamics. Other topics covered are finding settings in which chaos can be measured, estimating chaos using nonlinear least squares and specifying catastrophe models. Finally, a nonlinear system of equations that models catastrophe using real survey data is estimated.


This volume examines the vast potential of—and critical need for—cooperation among the neighboring states of the Pacific Rim. From economic and security matters to cultural and environmental concerns, the “Pacific Century” will require increased cross-border education, communication, and cooperation, which can be enhanced by regional organizations and
agreements. This work offers a compilation of new thinking from international political, business, and academic leaders on the challenges facing the Pacific Rim in the next century, and proposes the emerging Pacific community as a model for global cooperation.


Signaling the changing demography of the workforce, the largest percentage of new workers in the coming decades will be individuals sometimes labeled "nontraditional" employees. This new diversity presents both challenges and opportunities to individuals and to the organizations of which they are a part. The editors of Diversity in Organizations gather forces to work out the difficulties generated by diversity and reap the rewards. Applying varied perspectives and approaches — such as analysis of individual psychology, dyadic interactions, small group dynamics, and organizational outcomes — the contributors provide scholarly coverage of a topic that is both contemporary and foresighted.

Abridged Contents: 1. Individual Reactions to Diversity. 2. Diversity Effects on Groups and Teams. 3. Organizational Perspectives on Diversity.


This volume examines the course of the sibling relationship from childhood to the end of life. The author outlines factors which influence the sibling relationship, considering the sibling dyad alone, as well as in relations to a larger kinship. He provides information gleaned from studies of stepsiblings wherever possible. Chapters offer coverage of a broad theoretical framework for sibling research, methodological problems confronting the sibling researcher, research on the sibling relationship in childhood and adolescence, and in adulthood and old age, cross-cultural evidence for the universality of the sibling relationship, a hermeneutic study of the relationships of a single large family of adult siblings, sibling helping relationships, and special aspects of sibling relationships.


Most neural-network programs for personal computers and engineering workstations simply control a fixed set of canned network-layer algorithms with pulldown menus. This hands-on tutorial demonstrates both neural networks and fuzzy-logic control with a different approach. A natural, computer-readable notation for matrix operations and differential equations lets users create their own neural networks and fuzzy-logic controllers on the screen; real simulation experiments then execute immediately.

Neural Networks and Fuzzy-Logic Control introduces a simple integrated environment for programming displays and report generation. It includes the only currently available software that permits combined simulation of multiple neural networks, fuzzy logic controllers, and dynamic systems such as robots or physiological models. The enclosed educational version of DESIRE/NEUNET differs for the full system mainly in the size of its data area and includes two screen editors, compiler, color graphics, and many ready-to-run examples. The software lets users or instructors add their own help screens and interactive menus.


This book analyzes the Italian environmental movement, as it developed in the 1980s, from a social network perspective. Rather than mere constraints/facilitators for collective behavior, movement networks are conceived here as both the outcome of movement actors' choices, and a constraint on their subsequent course of action. Network data are analyzed, regarding 42 organizations and 197 core activists in 1985, and 37 organizations and 95 core activists in 1990. Attention is mostly paid to two different types of connections: "inter-organizational ties" (including jointly launched campaigns and regular exchanges of information) and "activist-mediated (potential) ties" (namely, connections between movement organizations made possible by overlapping memberships, or friendship ties between core activists). In order to identify the logic lying behind the actors' choices which make up the movement structure, the book draws heavily upon resource mobilization, new social movements, and political process theories.


Addressing the difficult side of relationships, Confronting Relationship Challenges moves forward in the Understanding Relationship Processes Series by bringing an honest look at what can go wrong with relationships and highlighting some of the challenges partners might face while struggling to comprehend their connectedness to one another. Relationship challenges examined in this book include conflict, enemies, the reconfiguring post-divorce "family," co-dependency, interpersonal violence, HIV/AIDS, chronic illness, and managing grief after a partner's death.


This book maps the development of a regional elite and its persistence as an economic upper class through the nineteenth century. Farrell's
study traces the kinship networks and overlapping business ties of the most economically prominent Brahmin families form the beginning of industrialization in the 1820s to the early twentieth century. Archival sources such as genealogies, family papers, and business records are used to address two issues of concern to those who study social stratification and the structure of power in industrializing societies: in what ways have traditional forms of social organization, such as kinship, been responsive to the social and economic changes brought by industrialization; and how active a role did an early economic elite play in shaping the direction of social change and defending its own group power and privilege over time.

Contents: Family and Economy; The Setting of Brahmin Boston; Kinship Networks and Economic Alliances; Kinkeeping and Marriage Ties; The Domestic Side of Kinship Networks; Patterns of Economic Continuity; Kinship and Class: Into the Twentieth Century.


Thirty-three of the top scholars in this fast moving domain present a picture of work at the cusp in social psychology—work that deals with cognition and affect in close relationships. The present volume contains a wealth of research findings and influential theoretical accounts that spring as much from indigenous work in the close relationship field as from purebred social cognition. The chapters introduce theories and research programs concerned with the role of individual and couple differences in close relationship knowledge structures. They deal with the role of emotion and affect in close relationships. And they discuss the function of cognition and knowledge structures in relation to the developmental course of close relationships. Each section is accompanied by a critical review written by an expert in the field.


Drawing on ideas ranging from world systems theory to postmodernism, Cultural Identity and Global Process analyzes the relations between the global and the local to show how cultural fragmentation and modernist homogenization are equally constitutive trends of global reality. Illustrating his thesis with examples from a variety of theoretical sources, ethnographic accounts, and historical eras, Friedman considers how computer simulations can help to clarify theoretical approaches, contribute to the evaluation of alternative theories, and illuminate one of the major issues of the social sciences: how social phenomena can "emerge" from individual action.


This book explores the contribution that computer-based modeling and artificial intelligence can make to understanding fundamental issues in social science. The authors show how computer simulations can help to clarify theoretical approaches, contribute to the evaluation of alternative theories, and illuminate one of the major issues of the social sciences: how social phenomena can "emerge" from individual action.


Simulation has been adopted as a research technique in many areas of science and, as this book shows, it is now making a significant impact on social science. The companion text to Simulating Societies, this book demonstrates the latest practice of using computer simulation to develop ideas and theories in a range of social science disciplines. It also explores computational agents whose properties can be investigated. For the first time, researchers can carry out social experiments under laboratory conditions, test different configurations and observe the consequences. The book will be of considerable interest to scientists interested in the possibilities of a new way of studying societies and computer scientists interested in new applications of distributed artificial intelligence.


Gardner looks at the ‘sending’ communities and covers major aspects of Bangladeshi life (land, family structure, marriage, and religion) to show how out-migration has become a central economic and social resource - the route to social, as well as physical, mobility, transforming those who gain access to it.

In this contribution both to the sociology of social movements and to French social history, Roger Gould goes beyond previous accounts that portray the Paris Commune of 1871 as a continuation of the class struggles of the 1848 Revolution. By focusing on the years between these two upheavals, Gould reveals that while class played a pivotal role in 1848, neighborhood solidarity was a decisive organizing force in 1871.

Baron Haussmann’s massive urban renovation projects between 1852 and 1868 dispersed workers from Paris’ center to newly annexed districts on the outskirts of the city. Residence rather than occupation quickly became the new basis of social solidarity. Drawing on evidence derived from trial documents, marriage certificates, reports of police spies, and the popular press, Gould demonstrates that the fundamental rearrangement of social life that made possible a neighborhood insurgent movement, whereas the insurgents of 1848 fought and died in defense of their status as workers, those of 1871 did so as members of a besieged urban community.


Granovetter’s classic study of how 282 men in Newton, Massachusetts, found their jobs was one of the first to demonstrate the ways in which social activity influences labor markets. It pointed the way to networking as the crucial link between economists’ studies of labor mobility and more focused studies of an individual’s motivation to find work.

In this Second Edition, Granovetter reviews twenty years’ work in the field and shows how his findings have been supported and developed by studies in Japan, England, and the United States. He explores issues of inequality, suggesting “what empirical and theoretical agenda would most enrich our understanding of how people and jobs connect.” This edition also includes his influential article “Economic Action and Social Structure: The Problem of Embeddedness.”


This book provides a detailed account of friendship between adolescent girls, based on a long-term ethnographic study. Using participant observation and interviewing, young women’s own perceptions and experiences of friendship are explored. Whilst taking account of the negative cultural construct of relationships between girls, a view often reflected in research, this book offers an alternative view, stressing the importance of closeness of young women’s friendships as they cope with growing up. A detailed analysis of quarrels between girls demonstrates that they are often a mark of closeness and intense emotions, rather than an indication of shallow friendships, as popular stereotypes suggest. Strategies by which young women counter constraints on their lives are demonstrated both in and out of school. Finally, the study shows the continuity of relationships, and highlights the resistance young women make to the break up of their friendships.


Whether we are talking about steering a wheelbarrow over rugged terrain or plotting the course of international relations, human performance systems involve change, and sometimes system change is sudden or unpredictable, and sometimes the change is from periods of relative calm to periods of vibrancy. This book explores the complex systems that are likely to produce more complex forms of change.

Although social scientists have long acknowledged that change occurs and have thought of ways to effect desirable change, the dynamical processes of change have been poorly understood in the past. This book combines recent advances in mathematics and experimental design with the best available social science theories to produce a new, integrated, and compact theory of work, organizations, and social evolution. The domain of applications spans from decision making processes to personal selection and work motivation, work performance under conditions of stress, accident and health risk analysis, the development of social structures and economic systems, creativity and innovation, organizational development and group dynamics, and political revolutions and war.


Thomastown, in southeast Ireland, has been a site of commerce for nearly eight hundred years. As a center within regional, national, and international networks of trade, it is a gateway locality that provides an ideal setting for this historical anthropology of commerce and retailing.

Much of this study’s impact comes from its focus through time. Gulliver and Silverman explore Thomastown’s lengthy history of commerce, placing special emphasis on merchants and shopkeeping during the last two hundred years. Investigating areas that have received little attention in anthropological literature - commercial agents, trading networks, and accumulation through market exchange - the authors are able to elucidate the entrepreneurial strategies of shopkeepers and the persistence or decline of family businesses. They also bring new ideas and information to a number of contemporary theoretical debates: dependency models, ideas of modernization, theories of class structure, concepts of family reproduction and entrepreneurship, and the socio-economics of small businesses.

This exploration of three interdependent histories (town, commerce, and retailing) offers a very long duration, makes a strong case for the inclusion of historical analysis in the field of anthropological ethnography. The work stands virtually alone as an intensive social-
historical analysis of merchants and shopkeeping in Western Europe, and provides a valuable theoretical and methodological tool for the study of anthropology.


Ken Hahlo's theme is that by shifting social identities in an informal political arena, Gujarati leaders can detach or unite with leaders of other ethnic communities to form structures of support. The source of social identities lies in the social and religious affiliations which Gujaratis brought to Britain. Underlying these communities is a structure of social networks which separates like from unlike. These social identities form a hierarchy which can be politically manipulated to reduce or widen support.


In the social sciences, phenomena tend to be hierarchically structured, so that individuals belong to groups, and groups belong to larger organizations and societies. Multilevel research stresses this hierarchical structure of social life called a "research design." An annotated bibliography of major studies is included in this book on the theoretical and methodological aspects of multilevel research and multilevel design.


Readers are introduced to basic terms and principles used in the study of organizations as an invitation to further learning. The approach blends classical writing on organizations with current research and examples illustrating key elements of positions, patterns, and persons. A discussion of role analysis shows how these elements enter into the actual behavior of participants. Discussions of such topics as interaction and bureaucracy and a unique chapter on paperwork and record-keeping are presented.


Environmental awareness is widespread in America, with polls indicating 60-70 percent of Americans think of themselves as environmentalists. But, according to a six-year study, most Americans have misconceptions about environmental problems, and these misconceptions have implications for both sides in the ongoing environmental debate.

According to the authors, environmental values are enmeshed with other core American values such as parental responsibility and traditional religious teachings. Valuing nature for its own sake is also important to many Americans.

Americans surveyed share many of the same strong environmental values: 73 percent feel that it is wrong to abuse the natural world because God created it; 93 percent said that working hard to try to prevent environmental damage for the future is part of being a good parent; and 40 percent would rather see a few humans suffer or even be killed than to see human environmental damage cause an entire species to go extinct.

The study, funded by the National Science Foundation, sampled a broad spectrum of the American public, including ordinary citizens, timber industry workers and members of both radical and moderate environmental groups. It documents how scientific information on such issues as global warming, ozone depletion and species extinction is interpreted and transformed by the public and how underlying beliefs and values influence preferences for or against environmental policies.

The study also revealed misunderstandings about global environmental change. For example, 77 percent of the public believes that if all the forests are cut down, there would soon be no oxygen left to breathe; and 43 percent believes that there may be a link between the changes in the weather and the firing of rockets into outer space.

1. Introduction (Measures of American Environmentalism); What Is Environmentalism?; Our Approach: Models and Variation, Beliefs and Values; Non-Western Models of the Environment; Structure of the Book) 2. Background (Our Anthropological Methods; Global Environmental Changes) 3. Cultural Models of Nature (Model of Human Reliance on a Limited World; Models of Nature as Interdependent, Balanced and Unpredictable; Models of the Causes of Environmental Concern; Origins of Cultural Models of Nature; Conclusion) 4. Cultural Models of Weather and the Atmosphere (Global Warming Incorporated into Existing Concepts; Perceptions of Weather; Conclusion) 5. Environmental Values (Religious and Spiritual Values; Anthropocentric Values; Biocentric Values; Conclusion) 6. Cultural Models and Policy Reasoning (Volunteered Policies; Postbriefing Policy Discussion; Models of Institutions; Conclusions) 7. Case Studies of
Influential Specialists (Why Pick Specialists?; Congressional Staff; Advocates; Conclusions)
8. Patterns of Agreement and Disagreement (Patterns of Agreement; Expected versus Actual Patterns of Agreement; Consensus Beliefs and Values; Points of Dissension; Variation and Environmental Groups; Conclusions) 9. Implications of Our Findings (Findings; Is the United States Unusual?; General and Theoretical Questions; Practical Advice) Appendices
Recent Developments in the Theory of Social Structure is an integrated collection of essays reviewing and assessing progress in social structural analysis since 1970. Organizational theory, the book is divided into six parts corresponding to six analytical levels of social structure: social relationships, social networks, intraorganizational relations, interorganizational relations, societal stratification, and the world system. The essays are based on the premise that a full understanding of social behavior at each level of analysis. In the introduction, the editors examine the theoretical issues in structural analysis and promote the cause of theory integration.


Nearly forty-five years after the Kinsey Report, we still know remarkably little about human sexuality. Yet at a time of growing concern about AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases, unwanted pregnancies, child abuse, and sexual harassment and violence, the need for a comprehensive, scientifically reliable survey of sexual behavior in the United States has never been greater.

Crucial problems in qualitative and quantitative science studies, such as the significance of a historical reconstruction and the prediction of science indicators, are addressed by using a second-order mathematical theory of communication as a single and encompassing framework. The study provides elaborations of probabilistic entropy measures to policy questions (e.g., the emergence of a European R&D system), to problems of knowledge representations, and to the study of the sciences in terms of "self-organizing" paradigms of scientific communication.

Litwin, Howard. 1995. Uprooted in Old Age: Soviet Jews and Their Social Networks in the ages of 18 and 59, this study explores the extent to which sexual conduct and general attitudes toward sexuality are influenced by gender, age, marital status, and other demographic characteristics. Among the many topics covered are early sexual experiences, masturbation, contraception and fertility, sexual abuse, coercion, sexual health, satisfaction, sexual dysfunction, and homosexuality.

Bringing together authors from a variety of backgrounds, this book explains the theoretical assumptions of the interpretive position within communication, especially as applied to the study of interpersonal communication. Conceptually, social approaches move toward a fuller understanding of communication practices in their social and cultural contexts.

Israel, Westport CT: Greenwood Publishing Group.
This first-hand empirical study of elderly Soviet Jews who immigrated to Israel during the "Great Exodus" of 1989 to 1991 demonstrates the double jeopardy of transnational relocation in later life. The book traces the deprivations that occurred in the elderly immigrants' social networks and examines the impact of a range of network factors on their personal well-being. Given the dearth of systematic field research into the problems and needs of elderly immigrants, and of this group in particular, gerontologists and sociologists will find this case study invaluable. Students, teachers, policymakers, social service providers, and other professional practitioners will gain from the findings about elderly immigrants' network relationships and from practical suggestions for the planning of effective network interventions on their behalf.

Contents: Acknowledgments; Introduction; Soviet Jewish Immigration to Israel: The Great Exodus of 1989-1991; The Study; Design of the Book; Immigration in Later Life; Theories of Migration; Typologies of Migration in Later Life; A Review of Migration Studies; Conclusions and Connections to the Present Study; Social Support Networks in Old Age; The Concept of Old Age Network; Social Networks of the Aged; The Social Networks of Elderly Immigrants; Study Methodology; Overview of the Study; Study Variables; Networks and Network Shifts; Network Structure; Network Types; Network Support; Network Changes; Networks, Support and Well-Being; Health Ratings; Mental Health; Immigration Satisfaction; Profiles of Elderly Soviet Immigrants; The Special Case of the Family; Multigenerational Households; Immigration and Family Dynamics; Family Dynamics and Well-Being; Networks and Service Utilization; Doctor Visits; Senior Center Participation; Artificial Networks and Well-Being; Network Interventions; A Paradox of Purposive Interventions;
Network Interventions with Elderly Immigrants; A Plan for Intervention with Soviet Immigrants in Israel; Conclusions; Appendix; Selected Bibliography; Index.


Dialogue has developed from more primitive forms of communication during evolution in Mutuallities in Dialogue, “dialogue” refers to face-to-face interaction between two or more individuals using a system of signs. It asks the question “What is it that we share in the course of a dialogue?”, arguing that mutualities of language, culture and some interpersonal information are prerequisite for effective communication. Even in instances of non-communication or of asymmetrical dialogue elementary commonalities must be present.


This book analyzes the nation-state political system. Beginning with the theory that political life must be territorially organized, with sovereign authority within a given territory, and discussing how and why this is the preeminent form of political organization and authority throughout the world today, it presents an exploration of the nation-state as a social construct. The author delves into an investigation of the impact of the international organization on nation-state structures and practices and, therefore, on the patterns and behavior that constitute a world culture. Framed by world poity arguments, the nation-state is treated as a cultural object, with the international system as a cultural community giving it meaning, and shaping its defining its structures and practices.


Thirty leading scholars in sociology and management explore the significant links between networks and organized action. Their findings demonstrate that networks are a vital component of organizations and must be understood in order to develop and maintain a competitive edge.


This book deals with two interrelated and intertwined topics. One is that of the meaning of the concept of the multi-cultural society in Europe, both as an ideal, and as a means of describing actual societies. The other is that of ethnic political organizations and the role that they do and should desirably play in a democratic Europe.

Unlike the question of racism on which most liberal scholars are united, the problem of ethnic politics in the multi-cultural society gives rise to considerable controversy which is well represented in this book. For many the notion of the multi-cultural society is a desirable ideal, but for others it involves a kind of apartheid incompatible with the ideals of liberty and equality in such a society and a political situation in which minority groups can be manipulated and controlled.

These themes have been the basis of considerable research in Britain but it has also become clear in communications with European scholars that many of the assumptions underlying British research are by no means acceptable to researchers in Europe.

Contents: Ethnic mobilization in multi-cultural societies; Ethnic mobilization: Some theoretical considerations; Ethnicity as action; The formation of ethnic minorities and the transformation of social into ethnic conflicts in a so-called multicultural society — the case of Germany; Multi-culturalism and ethnic mobilization: Some theoretical considerations; Immigration and the ethnic differentiation of social classes; Ethnicity and modernity: On tradition in modern cultural studies; National approaches to immigration and minority policies; 1992 and the mobilization of black people; The end of a hegemony: The concept of black and British Asians; Is ‘black’ an exportable category to mainland Europe? Race and citizenship in a European context; Changes in the Franco-Maghrebian association movement; Immigrant participation and mobilization and integration strategies in France: A typology; Conditions of ethnic mobilization: The German case; The importance of associations and clubs for the identities of young Turks in Germany; Ethnic networks and associations; Italian mobilization and immigration issues in Italy; The politics of labor market stratification and the potential for ethnic mobilization; Conclusion: The place of ethnic mobilization in West European democracies.


As avowed empiricist and social historian, Darrett R. Runman has examined the early American past for more than thirty years. He has chosen the small place as a laboratory to address questions about the economy, religion, social networks, and the very nature of the community. Small Worlds, Large Questions spans the three decades that he and his collaborator Anita H. Runman have tackled in a series of fourteen essays. Some appeared as early as the 1960s, while others have never been published, including the Runmans’ work in progress on town and village life in the ante-bellum South.


Efficient resource management and provision of public goods represent social dilemmas for those involved. They must choose between a course of action that would be in their personal best interest (e.g., overharvesting fishing banks to take a bigger profit; withholding one’s contributions to National Public Radio) and some alternative course that would be more advantageous for the community as a whole (limiting one’s present catch to ensure future fishing stocks, contributing to NPR, even though contributors and noncontributors alike would be able to enjoy its programming). The decisions make by those facing social dilemmas are affected by many factors, and the contributors to this book have explored the diverse processes that ultimately lead an individual to choose between self-interest and the well-being of the community.


The institutional theory of organizations has had an enormous impact on the study and structure of organizational theory and research. In *Institutional Environments and Organizations*, the editors report on their major theoretical advances in the past decade and the empirical testing they have done on these theories. Each of the components is divided into separate examinations and focuses on two themes - the interrelationship between organizational complexity and the institutional environment, and the place of the individual within the organization. This collection of articles, many original to this volume, outlines these well-known theorists' current thinking on organizations and points toward new directions in organizational analysis.


The original work in *The Institutional Construction of Organizations* sheds new light on the study of organizations. The editors bring together work from two different research traditions - the United States and the European continent. The collection also layers in several important perspectives of institutional theory, including empirical observations, longitudinal analysis, market-based organizational forms, and attention to the concepts of agency and strategy. The result is a finely textured, fully developed work for scholars and advanced students of organizational theory and behavior.

Researchers have recently begun to recognize the importance of sociological and anthropological contributions to the design of human-computer interfaces. Human-computer interfaces range from interfaces for single users to computer supported cooperative work. The Social and Interactional Dimensions of Human-Computer Interfaces considers issues such as interpersonal dynamics, cultural readings of technology, the organizational contexts of technology, and the "situated" nature of use and the process of design. It is unique insofar as it covers theory, methodology, and applications in depth. Researcher-designers and graduate students concerned with the social implications of computers will find this book compelling reading.


What holds societies together, and then tears them apart? The history of human populations is, ultimately, the story of how populations have become organized, only to disintegrate from within or to be conquered from without. Turner offers a series of elementary principles and a set of models on what are conceived as the driving forces of human organization - population, production, distribution, and power - and their effects on the patterns of socio-cultural differentiation and spatial distribution over time.


A full understanding of relationship processes must include consideration of theoretically inconvenient and/or socially disfavored instances as well as those whose value and importance, traditionally have been acknowledged in research. "Moving off the beaten track," Under-Studied Relationships begins to rectify existing scholarship's tendency to ignore the diverse and emergent forms of relationships that are increasingly evident in modern society. Editors Julia T. Wood and Steve Duck have gathered together outstanding researchers in the field to discuss such largely overlooked issues as long-lasting marriages, cultural-minority relationships, lesbian/gay relationships, simultaneous hierarchical and friendships at work, nonmarital cohabitation, long-distance relationships, and personal relationships over computer networks.

Dissertations


Social network analysis has become an important tool in studying social phenomena. An issue often addressed is how the structure of a network affects the actors comprising it; for instance, how is the behavior of actors influenced by the behavior of (particular) other actors in the network? An issue less commonly explored deals with how actors shape their networks; for instance, on the basis of what attributes do organizations choose other organizations as partners? In addition, these two issues are interdependent; for instance, friends are often chosen on the basis of similarity of behavior and interests, but at the same time, friendship makes friends more similar. Theoretical models for changes in behavior and/or network structure exist, but statistical models for actual testing and forecasting are largely lacking. This book provides such statistical models with the help of which it is possible to answer a range of questions concerning the dynamics in networks, including the questions raised above.


1995 American Sociological Association Conference

The 1995 American Sociological Association Conference was held August 19-23 at the Washington Hilton & Towers, Washington DC USA.


Burke, Peter J. Washington State University. “An Identity Model for Network Exchange.”


Chaves, Mark A. University of Notre Dame. “Ordaining Women: The Diffusion of Organizational Innovation.”


Elder, Glen H., Jr. and Stephen T. Russell. Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. “Academic Successes and Failure Among Disadvantaged Youth.”

Falcon, Luis M. Northeastern University. “Social Networks and Employment Outcomes.”


Frank, Kenneth A. Michigan State University. “Identifying and Mapping Cohesive Subgroups.”


“Job Satisfaction and Organizational Attachment of Nurse Doctorates.”

Han, Shin-Kap. Cornell Univiersity. “Patterns of Auditor Choice and a Market Outcome.”


Ishio, Yoshito. University of Minnesota. “Organizational Constraints on Interest Groups’ Choice of Lobbying Tactics.”

Luo, Jar-Der. Institute for European and American Studies Academia Sinica, Nankang Taipei Taiwan. “Everyone is a Boss — A Network Approach to Study Taiwanese Small Investments.”


Roberts, Carl W. Iowa State University. “On the Universe of Text-Related Questions about Which Statistical Inferences May Be Drawn.”

Rose, Fred R. Tufts University. “Bridge Builders in Inter-Class Coalitions.”


Schneider, Andreas. Indiana University. “Indicating Structural Properties within Data on Affective Meaning.”


Sinovacz, Maximilian E. Old Dominion University. “Living with Grandparents: A Cohort Analysis.”


Suitor, J. Jill and Karl Pillmer. Louisiana State University. “Changes in Support and Interpersonal Stress in the Networks of Married Caregiving Daughters: Findings from a 2-Year Panel Study.”


How to use...

SOCONET
Electronic Discussion Forum

SOCONET is a LISTSERV list. A LISTSERV list is essentially an automated mail forwarding system in which subscribers send mail to a central address and it is automatically rebroadcast to all other subscribers. The purpose of SOCONET is to allow network researchers worldwide to discuss research and professional issues, make announcements, and request help from each other. Membership in SOCONET costs nothing and is available to all members of INSNA.

Joining SOCONET

To join SOCONET, send an email message to listserv@nervm.mscd.ufl.edu that says the following in the first line of the body of the message: SUBSCRIBE SOCONET <your name>. For example:

SUBSCRIBE SOCONET Steve Borgatti

The LISTSERV software at NERV M will then add your name and email address to the list, and send you back a message confirming your membership. If you do not receive a confirmation message back, contact Steve Borgatti (Steve.Borgatti@scarolina.edu) or Russ Bernard (ufnuss@nervm.mscd.ufl.edu).

If you are at a BITNET site, there is an even easier way to sign up. Type the following at your CMS command prompt: TELL LISTSERV AT NERV M SUB SOCONET <your name>. For example:

TELL LISTSERV AT NERV M SUB SOCONET Gary Ryan

A minute or so later, you should receive a confirmation in response.

Using SOCONET

Once you are a subscriber, to send a message to all SOCONET subscribers, just send email to the internet address socnet@nervm.mscd.ufl.edu or to the binet address socnet@nervm. Your message will automatically be broadcast to all SOCONET subscribers.

Options

To permanently remove yourself from SOCONET, send a message to listserv@nervm.mscd.ufl.edu with the following command in the body of the message:

SIGNOFF SOCONET

Important note: this message, like all LISTSERV commands, should be sent to the LISTSERV (address listserv@nervm.mscd.ufl.edu) and not to SOCONET. If you send it to SOCONET, it will not sign you off and everyone on SOCONET will get a message from you that says "SIGNOFF SOCONET".

To see who else is subscribed to SOCONET, send the REVIEW SOCONET command to the LISTSERV. You can have the list sorted by country, last name, node id and user id, if you like, by sending a command of the form REVIEW SOCONET (BY <fieldname> as follows:

REVIEWSOCONET (BY COUNTRY
REVIEWSOCONET (BY NAME
REVIEWSOCONET (BY NODE

How to use...

The purpose of INSNALIB is to enable network researchers to conveniently exchange data, software and articles. INSNALIB is a collection of computer files accessible via Web browsers like MOSAIC and NETSCAPE, or via anonymous ftp. Most computers that have email capability also have ftp capability. Ftp provides a way to log on to a remote computer and transfer files to or from that computer. An important feature of ftp is the ability to transfer files in binary format, which means that the transferring software does not try to translate the contents of the file into a format appropriate for the destination computer. Consequently, we can use a mainframe (or any other computer) as a storage area for all kinds of files including wordprocessing documents, spreadsheets, databases, etc.

World Wide Web Access

Just point your browser to the following address: http://theorex.socy.scarolina.edu/insna.html

Quick Example of Downloading a File From INSNALIB

Suppose we want to copy a file called freemap.exe from the library. To download this file, follow this procedure (what you type is in boldface, what the computer responds is in italics):

ftp theorex.socy.scarolina.edu
USER: anonymous
>cd/pub
>binary
>get freemap.exe
>quit

As explained below, the file freemap.exe is a self-extracting zip file. This means that it is basically an archive that contains a number of separate files, including executable programs, source code, sample inputs and outputs, and documentation. To unpack the archive, make a new directory for the material (e.g., at your DOS prompt type cd unaptrust), copy the archive to that directory (copy freemap.exe unaptrust), change to that directory, (cd unaptrust), and execute the file (type freemap at the DOS prompt). The result will be the creation of a series of files.
Quick Example of Uploading a File to INSNALIB

Suppose we want to copy a file from your computer called mmpaper.wp to the library, for submission to CONNECTIONS. Follow this procedure (what you type is in **boldface**, what the computer responds is in *italics*):

```
ftp thecore.soc.sc.edu
USER: anonymous
>cd /incoming
>put mmpaper.wp
>quit
```

Please note that since files are uploaded to the `incoming` directory, but are downloaded from the `pub` directory, any files that you upload are not immediately available for downloading to others. This is appropriate since many files that you may upload, like submissions to CONNECTIONS, are not meant to be made available to everyone. After uploading a file to the library, you should send a note to insnu@sc.edu to announce its arrival.

Also, do **not** include the `binary` keyword if you are uploading an ASCII text file.

**Structure of INSNALIB**

Most of the files on INSNALIB are self-extracting zip files. This permits us to collect together a series of related files into one downloadable package and at the same time compresses the files so that they occupy less space. Self-extracting zip files are binary files that must be transferred using the `binary` option in `ftp`. If you omit the `binary` command, `ftp` will try to translate the file into ASCII characters, which will completely destroy it. Self-extracting archives are recognizable by the `.exe` extension.

A few other files are binary as well. Wordprocessing documents, such as those created by WordPerfect or Microsoft Word, are binary. So are spreadsheets and all executable programs. In fact, the only files that are not binary are text files, which in INSNALIB are normally identified by a `.txt` extension.

One key file in the library that is not binary is `contents.txt`, which provides a table of contents for all files in the library. `Contents.txt` gives the name of each file, a short description of its contents, and an indication of whether it is binary or not.

**Some Notes on FTP**

Once you have established an `ftp` connection to a computer, you can get a listing of files in the current directory by typing “`dir`” at the `ftp` prompt, as in the following example:

```
ftp thecore.soc.sc.edu
USER: anonymous
>cd /pub
>dir
```

```
contents.txt  freemap.exe  stocentz.exe
ecama.exe  sun94.exe
>get contents.txt
>quit
```

Note that in this example, we did not use the `binary` keyword since the file being downloaded was an ASCII text file.

When copying a file from the library, you can rename it at the same time by giving a second argument in the `GET` command. In the following example, the file `sun94.exe` is renamed `sunbelt.exe` as it is copied:

```
ftp thecore.soc.sc.edu
USER: anonymous
>cd /pub
>get sun94.exe sunbelt.exe
>quit
```

To copy a file to the library from your computer, use the `put` command instead of `get`. IMPORTANT NOTE: the `/pub` directory is write-protected. You cannot `put` any files there. Instead, you must change to the `incoming` directory, as follows:

```
ftp thecore.soc.sc.edu
USER: anonymous
>cd /incoming
>binary
>put c:\ucinet\ucinet.exe ucinet.exe
>quit
```

Note the (optional) use of a full pathname to identify the source file.

Online help on using `ftp` may be obtained by typing `help` from the `ftp` command line to get a list of topics, followed by `help <topic>` to get help on a specific topic:

```
ftp thecore.soc.sc.edu
USER: anonymous
>help
........list of topics appears here........
>help dir
........information on the dir command appears here........
>quit
```
WANTED:
Material for the social networks web page. For example:
- course syllabi
- software
- data
- material to supplement a journal article
- links to other web pages

Send to Mark Dawson at dawsonm@sc.edu or Computer Services Division, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208 USA

Social Networks Web Page
To access the INSNA world wide page, just point your net browser to:
http://thecore.socy.sc.edu/insna.html

Place Your Ad Here!

To Contact INSNA or CONNECTIONS
Membership/subscriptions: Call Steve Borgatti at (617) 552-0452 or email Steve.Borgatti@sc.edu.

Manuscript submissions: Call John Skvoretz (803 777-4968) or email him at Skvoretz-John@sc.edu, or email Katie Faust at Katie-Faust@sc.edu.

SOCNET/Web page: Send email to Mark Dawson at dawsonm@sc.edu.